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PUS
· Misinanageinent predicted for To-wers conversion
Resigna t ion ofassistant prop erty manager, fears ofpoor upkeep make bu_ilding less desirable
·

.
By Erin F. McKinney
Hilltop Staff Writer

The 1994-95 academic year may be
coming to an end, but che changes at the
Howard Plaza Towers are just beginning.
After announcing the transformation
of the West Tower into a dorm next fall,
students say they are skeptical about
whether the buildi ng will be run as
efficiently after the change.
In addition, long-time Towers
Assis cant Prorerty Ma nager Marvin
Whetstone wil be leaving ltis position
today. With Whestone leaving, some
scudents feel the absence of his position will
leave a void in the Towers management.
, ''The Towers are already messed up
and for them 10 ~ losing another intricate
part of their management team will further
throw the situation into disarray," biology

major Alan Bannister said. ''That's why I' m
moving out of the Towers next year."
Ah hough Whesrone is leavin~ by
choice to "ma'ke some career moves.' he
has faith the Towers Wi ll be able to manage
without him.
.
" I don't see any difficulties occurring
after I leave" Whestone said. " If anythmg
should happen I'm sure Mr. Frelow (the
Property Manager) can nandle it or he will
get someone 10 take my place. l have a lot
of confidence in the staff that they can
carry ouc the ducies effoccively."
As the West To:ver undergoes. ics
conversion into a dorm11or)\ the bui lding
will no longer be under che management of
the ou tside management company of
Shannon & Luchs (the East Tower will
remain un~er this management). The
buildi ng will move under the physical
facilities mana_gemenc that now oversees the
rest of the Umversity's dorms.
And for current residencs, this situation

Yearbook staff
v ows 'it won't
be t·e levised' in
1994-95 BISON

is a br~cding ground for problems.
Because the Towers 1s apartmentstyle, problems will occur suddenly. There
needs to be outside management to oversee
the difficu lt problems that maY. a~ ise_."
l'ralonne Shorter, a sophomore maJonng m
politica! science, saicf. .
Without the professional management
ream, tlie,Towers will be without a 24-hour
mai ntenance crew and unab le to have
immedia te access to eq uip~ent a~d
replacement parts. Instead, residents will
have 10 fill out a work order form thac will
be ha_ndled in che same fashion as ocher
dorm,itones..
.
.
'There 1s go111g to be a :11ass1ve_ex~us
of the Towers because they re making 11 a
dorm," Sean Bennet!. a junior majoring in
psycholqgy sajd. ''.Everything th?t goes
along wit~ l!vrng m rh_e dorms 1s what
people don chke and thats why they moved
mto the Towers. It's enough that it is
ridiculously expensive, bur at least ii was

conv~m~nt. Everybody I know th~.t lives
here 1sn t planning on stayrng here.
•
Residents are not the on l.)I ones who ·
are concerned about the change. Employees
are alsq fearful of what the transformation
may brmg.
''It C?ncer_ns me ~~at I don't really
know what s gomg on. a Towers desk
attendant who asked for anonymity said.
" Most of the employees don't lo1ow what's
gqing_on either. They 've been tqld every
tl1rn~ 1s okay but must of us believe they
aren t tell ins us the f4II story."
. While the maj ority _of residents
complain of the change that will take pla~e
ove! tJte. summer, som!! stu_de~ts r~~am
optrn11st1c about the Umvers1ty s dec1S1on.
"Now that they have shut down some
of the other ~orms they can work on
~et:pmg thi~ buil~mg at leastat the_ level that
11 1s now,' Jumor fi nance maJ0r Cheo
Hurley said. "If anything, they're tryi ng to
improve things on campus."

Philosophy
course teaches
students the art
of thinking

•

By Shonda Huery
Hilltop Staff Writer

By Erin F. McKinney

Hilltop Staff Writer
Afcer being Che focus of negacive exposure in the media last year
because of anti-semetic speakers on campus, bejng called the chumps
of yester-ycar by The Washington Pose columnist Richard Cohen, and
being portrayed as hate mongers by Connie Chung's "Eye to Eye" news
magazine on CBS, Howard students were ready for a change.
According to the scaff of the 72nd edition of the Bison Yearbook, ic
was ti me for a silent revolution.
''We were considering our own education as a revolution," Dijon
Anderson, Editor-in-Chief of the 1994-95 Bison said. "In our own
mindset we are in our own revolution. One that's noc depicted by
Howard and sometimes noceven by the Howard media."
From the song ''The Revolution Won't Be Thlevised" by revolucionarr.
poet and singer, Gi l Scott Heron. comes this year's Bison name: It Won t
Be Televised.
At first glance. some students said they were confused by the citle.
but after realiiing the strong meanin_g. they were impressed.
"At first, I dicfo't understand the title until someone told me it was a
song," Aisha Harris, a COBIS sophomore, said. "After they further
expfained to me what the title meant, I thought it fit this year perfectly."
10 the staff, this year's Bison is a piece of art when one considers the
problems that occurred during the year.
"This year's staff did a remarkable job," Leslie Harriell, Assistant
Director of Student Activities for Publicacions and Bison Advisor said.
''The book started out with an $8,000 deficit. The photography company,
Yearbook Associates, for the 1994 Bison and Collegiate Concepts who
was contracted to sell advertising for the Bison went banlu:upt, owing
the Bison $35,000. The loss of that revenue resulied in less color in this
year's Bison."
Some students, who we.re unaware of the complications chat this year's
staff endured, were disappointed with the Bison book.
"Fo. Che most part, 11 was put togecher fairly decent." Sammie
Watson, a senior- majoring in political science said. " I have only two
complaints. In the past seniors pictures were bigger and in color. They
kind of got cheap this year. Second, they could have covered homecoming
events a litcle better."
"It wasn't as detai led as I choughc it would be." Kevin Armstrong. a
physical therapy freshman said. "They didn't emphasi;e on the sports
ana other major issues enough."
The complaints of students are useful for feedback, but some of the
negacive comments are noc appreciated. The staff says it gets cired of
hearing gripes about mistakes when studencs are not aware oft he Bison
budget.
·
"It is unfortunate that the Bison only receives a $7 .80 allocation of
the student activity fee, per full time student, enrolled both seme.sters,"

Harriell said. ''The studenc activity fee has not been raised si nce 1971.
Therefore. we have studems in 1995 trying to produce a quality product
based on inflation rates of 1971."
"h ·s really nocfairto hear all che complaints studencs make when they
come to pick up their yearbook. boasting about how their tuition pays
for the book," Tisa Williams, Bison managing editor said. ''They have
no idea the hardships the staff has to endure durmg the year to make ends
meet. If we relied solely on that $7 .80 student activity fee allocation per
student, we would be passing out a pamphlet each April instead of a great
product."
·
Howard is one of the few uni versities left in the country that still
considers the book a "give away."
Although some students may not have been impressed with this year's
Bison. others felt the finished product was truly worth waicing for.
"I liked the yearbook," TuNisha Gaither, a sophomore maJoring in
biology, said. •·r loved the concepc and the ticle. The stories that were in
the yearbook th is year were creative and totally refleccive of campus life."
Regardless of what scudents may say abouc 1his year's Bison. staff
members are content with cheir work.
"When you're in production in September and October, looking at the
layout. its hard to imagine the finished produce," Ravi Howard, Edirorin-Chief for next year's Bison said. "h 's all worth while in the end when
you see the book come ouc and you see people's react ions."
To help raise money for the 1995-96 Bison, students are asked to
purchase a plastic__protective cover for their yearbook.
A copy of the Bison yearbook can be picked up in che basement of
Blackburn in the Music Room with a piccure 1.0. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. until
Commencement Day.

If you're looking for answers,
searching for truth, or trying to find
methods of reasoning, a course in
the College of Arts and Sciences
may be for you.
·
Many students complain college
cou rses cann ot be app lied to
everyday life. But accordi ng to
students enrolled in Principles of
Reasoning, the course reaches you
how to thrnk.
Second-year business major
Shawn Cabell says the uniqueness
of the course is thacit makes people
search for answers to questions that
most people do not thmk about.
··111 class. we touch on subjects
t hat man_y cou rses dare not to
address,' Cabell said, adding
Principles of Reasoning allows for
stu9ents to ope nly express
themselves. ''The course teaches
you how to take your own ideas and
bel iefs a nd express them
analytically."
Some say the success of a course
lies in the ~bility oft he professor 10
relate on the same level as his
students. In that case, P(ofcssor
Benjamin Arah, who reaches the
introductory course, is successful.
Arah believes the cou rse trains
students on how to become
sy_ste~atic in chei r reasoning or
thinking.

By Danette S. Gerald
Hilltop Staff Writer

"Philosophical reasoning is a
special kind of thinkin)l," Arah said.
"Students can also improve and
stre ngthen t heir writing and
persuasive skills."
Besides just learning how to
improve your thinking skills, the
course also offers ways to impro,?
your argumentative and persuasi,-e
sk ills. Students are required to
argue wi th and persuade other
students about a particular topic.
And for many students, success in
this course spells success in other
classes.
·•J plan to take legal writing
classes and eventually take the
LSAT,'' Joyce Clark, a sophomore
in the College of Aris and Sciences,
said. ''The Principles of Reasoning
course will help me do well on the
LSAT, which will increa~e my
chances of getting into a good \aw
school."·
Department of Philosophy
chairman Segun Gbadei:esin
encourages students of all ma;ors to
take the Principles of Reasoning
course.
"Although the course is required
for all Arts and Sciences students.
I feel the course is essential for the
success of a II studencs,"
Gbadegesin said, adding che =
helps s cuden ts orga nize their
thought s and anafyze logi,al
reasoni ng. ''This course can be
apJ?licd_ I?, life outside of the
Umvers1ty.
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Howard Mastercard fosters skepticism
Howard University students now have a real
good reason to go into debt. A new Mastercard,
issued by MBNA America and featuring the
Howard Universi ty seal comb ines the
convenience of a credit card wich the ul timate
i n school spirit. But scudents say "a credit card
is a credit card."
" I think the card is a very good idea, but as
a college student who has no source of income,
I wi ll not be taking advantage of che opportunity
until I graduate or get a joo," Delicia Barnes,
sophomore political science major, said. " h
should def1mtely be marketed toward alumni,
faculty and staff."
Bu t according to the ~lossy brochure
adorned with the University s blue and white
school colors, The Howard Card has students
interests at heart.
"What's most exciting about this program is
that every time a student receives the card and
every time a purchase is made, the bank will
automatically make a contribution to Howard
University," the brochure said. But students
cou_nter this rationale as a publicity stunt
designed 10 target the care free spending habits
of college students.
"The brochure says the credit card supports
!he Howard University Scholarship Fund, but
11 doesn't say what percenta~e of the income
generated supports the fund,' Maleika Holder.
a graduate stude nt studyi ng electrical
engineering, said. "It needs to be a percentage
chat will increase as the years go by."
But questions about contributions to the
University's scholarship fund by carriers of the
Howard card is only part of the problem
students are having. Many are skeptical of the
annual percentage rate as well.
"I don't know that the card is a good idea.
The 9.9 percent annual percentage rate quoted
on the front of the brochure is deceiving. Only
after reading the fine print does one realize that

Marvin Wbe~tine
Towers Assistant Property Manager

everyone who
contributed to the
campus news staff.
I

All of the hard
work and long

~

,.

hours made us

LO

shine!!
****************
Despite skepticism, students proud ly displayed their Howard Mastercards
In the bookstore earluier this week.
the figure applies 10 interest on cash advances
However, Senior finance major David Kenan
a~d bank transfers only," Junior COB IS maj or feels membership in TI1c Howard Card could
Vincent Jacques II said. "Students should be have its privile&es.
very careful. Just because the card has
Kenan said, 'The idea of money generated
Howard's emblem on it does not mean that the from credit card purchases is very beneficial,
University endorses it. There are other credit but I don't believe thac much money will be
cards with lower interest rates and no annual made off of the card considering that it has an
fee."
interest rate of 19.9 percenc."
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Derricke M. Dennis
Campus Editor
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students advice on
finding the right mate

Newly selected Undergraduate -S tudent
Assembly executive board ready to work··
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~ 1995 Homecoming Stec.r ing Committee welcomes ALL STUDENTS to participate in
eating one of two logos to be used for our Homecoming paraphernalia. The winner will
ICCive a $ 100 cash award.

U111test Rules:
,
,
,
,
,
,

Submit logo design with completed application
All work must be on camera ready art
Attach a brief description and explanation of the logo
Post marked June 9, 1995
Open to all students
Winner will be notified within two weeks of the deadline. Award will be disbursed at

that time.
• Submit to:

Howard University/Homecoming Sleeting Committee
c/o Lbgo Contest
Armour J. Blackbum Center, Room J/6
Washington, DC 20059

ADDRESS:
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'Hlitn tliis issue tomu tlie end ofonotlier diapur in the liistmy of t h e ~ Ul1/Jtst 'lJ(acteofkoiau
wspaper. J1buf as 'Ihe ,a/ltop dosu tlie another suuusfulyear ofcoverinJJ the news anti views at the
ecta, du 1994-1995staffis sl,ddi.11/1 tears ofjoy antipai.n.
·
Its fuurl to·l,elkve it was nine mantlis ago, Jtuou,st 1994, wlien a .iare-6.ones coffection of!H1fltoppers
~ our sumnur vaauions slion to proauce the first issue of the year. 'J1.wt was supposul to .ie tfie !fre,sF,..
men Oruntation. issue startul out ps a nJce gesture for the class of 1998, enaJ.no up lena1.ttJ1 new meanit1/J
to the plirtise "fa6or oflove. •
'I1ie new !JlIUlIOP offia fuul not yet fun compfetea anti we tfesperate{y nuad a pfac.e to wo,t '11ie
toppers totea our computers across campus to the year6ootoffia, anti there we set up a ma/q,sfuft
newsroom. It was truly "ti,gf#. on the 'Bison. •
·
' B ~ S 10 p.,n. CUJSUTe ~pt us from performing our normal af{.nJofit rittiafs. It never fai{u{, every
time 'tlle9ot into tlieJl""'W, a security offiar'WOU!a try to (ictus out. It was aeadline nitJnt wF,.en we
JtUCU.rea 'tllt 'WOUla ~ a way to 6um the midnJont oil.
'We tundoffiflerytnittJ1 anti crammd into the into the editors offia. 'Ihere we liiafor more tlian an
1/WUt.• • •in silence {.ietwun muff(u{ laugfis, cautious wfdspers anti fiearts poiuuli.ttJ1 in /ear ofgetti.ng
tc=U11J1Fit) until t"4 infamous security offiar was convincea tliat tlie staff was gone.
'Xt,etliess to say, tlie new quasi-functional offia was a wdcome si9nt---ona 9-6lltoppers at(justul to tfu
wpint{supposuf to 6e mauve)paintjo6. ;ts tliestaff maturul, it became more tlian eviaent tfiat the
•·-·lit in tfu la,('Bison offia symbofiwl tlie ttue diarac.ter anti tfetenni.nation of tfie seventy-first staff
tlie !JlILL'TOP newspaper. ·
Jbul the issuu... rarely was there a sfwrtaoe of news.
'IFu ~ • 6uifdinafin. 'Ihe 'University tlurepit fuaeet. '11ie ~tructurul 400. '11ie seardi for a new
'University presufent. '11ie return of9darion 'Barry. '11ie 'District S fuaeet aisasur. Sou.iii .fJLjrican presitftnt
C1Ye,:.son Matufefa S liistoric visit to ""1uan{. '11ie never-e,uli,no 9-lomecoming fiasco. !F{ootfea tUmnS. 'I1ie
iaw...11: cliampionsfups anti the fuw losses. '11ie elimination. of tlie internatiotµlf sttufent siurfuz1JJ~· 'V"tcious
rimu aeainst /di.ow students. !J(egistration maane.ss. !Moseley-'Braun. Angelou. !Morrison. 'Elections, reieuctions anti elutions. .. again. .fJLnafinaf{y, a new presitfent. 'We truly liaa our fuwls full.
· · 'The staff fearnuf almost every fesson tlirouiJfi trial and e, ror. ',fAc.n wut tlie paper ref{ec.tul tlie staff's
arm.1h·ng feve! of confoknu, ana ability. 'lliere was always fwpe for 6etter papers to come. .fJLna wi.tfi a fit•
tle ~ effort {coup{u{ wi.tn tliat year6ootoffia aetermination, tlie papers inautlgot .ietter.
}I fot ofpeopfe seemea to tfu~tlie paperjust miraculously appearul on !Friaay mornings, .iut aslany
topper anti tliey 'flsurely tdlyou tfuu was far from tlie case. 'We regular{y pulled lengtfiy overnigfit
Iii/ts prepanno tlie paplrfor tlie presses• .£one nJolits often tund into earCy mornings. "Oli, oli, oli, its
tlie 'Tom Joyner !Mornino Sfww • ~ tfu 6 a.m. fwur, as a few 9-6fltoppers StruJJBfea to finisn tfie proa•
t. !But, tfu W"IJ nJolits were wort/,, it wme !Friaay morninJI.
.
~ , tfu~ is a un.timental.unu ofprilu as ouf!Jllf[toppers prepare to pass tlie tordi, stanai.ng 6y as
their mentus tac({e tlie cnafknoe.s of their new positions.
'There is one fast issue to be pubfisliuf on tfae aay of Commenu,ment; that issue will 6e tfie tfe.iut performana of!Monka Le'lllis anti lier new staff {wit/,. a uttfe lie{p from us perspective .91.lumni 9-lil[toppers, of
""'""~e). 'Tfws, tfds paper tnarQ the fast officialpublication unaer my editors/up. 'Be/ore my staff anti I 6ia
"'"" reaaers f arewel{, we'd liq, to gi.ve you a taste of!J{jf[top nistmy that 6rouont this paper to tfie pfau
we are now. !For as we are often reminaul, o/ou can't tnow wliere you 're going untilyou tnow from
ifaere you came. •
'lfu.se are truly liistoric times-not only for the cfass of1995, 6ut for the entire 'University community.
we uwiu you to su from wfuri tlu 'Uniwrsity as wdl as tlie "1L.C/IOP came, 6y reatflno tfie front
aoe.s, commentariu a,u{ufi.torials of~tly un, tuJt.nty a,u{years aao. 7'"ou mitJnt foul some striKing sun
·••Hfl
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Pepu c!t Love, 'Brotfias ant!Sistas,
Portia 'Btuntr,
'The !JlILL'TOP 'Lfitor in Chief
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Howard University, Wash,ington, D,. C.

ACADEMIC FREEDOM
J

eppner Must Leave:
o Progressive for HU?
by

Dr. Amy Kleppner

~e dean of the College of Liberal Arts has g iven the followasons for the termination of my appointment as assistant
or of philosophy, effective as of June 30, 1965 :
EPPNER EXPLAI NS
the original intent as to
mporary nature of Dr.
er's appointments;
·t·
f th d
e ethe compost 10n o
nt with respect to the
on indefinite tenu1·e;
tbe plans of the departfor the introduction of
in r eligion;
funds available for regsitions in philosophy in
ar immediately ahead."
nsider these arg uments to
pletely without merit, to
no bearing on my particupe, and to be unworthy of
ation point by point. The
lion of the dean's action

April 26, 1965

D. Brown, C. Felder, M. Mohammed
Candidates for LASC Prexy
Campaigning
for
Student • ~M:"111''!1"'-~!'!l'l"".1"!1'-=""""..,,..."""'""''!'!'ffl!l!,e,e'_.,,,,,.,,...,
Council and class offices in the
College of Liberal Arts was
launched Tuesday in Freshman
Assembly as the candidates for
the office of President of the
LASC delivered their platforms
to 1200 freshmen students.
Derek Brown, Cain Felder and
Mervyn Mohammed are the th1·ee
aspirants for the office of presid~nt.
Campaigning for the Liberal
Arts student offices will last
throughout April 29. Elections
will be held on Friday, April 80,
from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
The LASC Elections Committee has announced a special debate between presidential candidates (LASC) will take place in
L-R: De,·ek Brown, Mervyn Mohammed, and Cain Felder.
Cramton Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 27.
The debate is intended to initiate more participation in the
elections. (Listing of other Liberal Arts Student Council offices and candidates on page 8).

seems to be quite clear: To remove from the faculty a highly
qualified and dedicated teacher
who has been, on occasion, critical of the administration.
The continued need for my
services is acknowledged by the
dean, since h e offers in place of
reappointment at my present
rank a temporary lectureship,
carrying the same course load
and the same salary. A lectureship, however, removes a fat'ulty
member from the ranks of regular faculty; it involves loss of
status, and of the right to take
leaves and sabbaticals; it makes
promotion and salary increases
extremely uncertain; and it entails loss of voting privileges in
faculty meetings.
Nathan Goldfinger, AFL-CIO
An institute on "The Great SoLnw School
It is evident from this offer,
ciety And The Jobless", spon- Director of Research, discussed
however, that lack of funds is
The nominations and elections
not the issue. Nor does the dean for the Law School will also take sored jointly by the International the role of labor in attacking the
raise any question concerning my
place on the 30th of April in the Association of Personnel in Em- problem of eliminating poverty
competence and qualificationa.
ployment Security and the Divi- and creating jobs.
Students Commons.
Furthermore, the question of
Student Bar Association mem- sion of Social Sciences of HowTo achieve this, stated Mr.
promotion and tenure is 'lot at
bers and officers, as well as Sig- ard University, was held in Goldfinger, there is need for a
White America", the fa- issue here at all; the issue is ma Delta Tau (the legal fraterbroad coalition of labor, ·civil
documentary on race rela- reappointment at the rank pres- nity) officers will be elected at Cramton Auditorium on April rights groups and liberals, such
13.
in the United States, will ently held, i.e., assistant profes- this time.
as those who succeeded in getting
\sented as the sixth and fi- sor.
Dr. Robert E. Martin, of the the Civil Rights Act of 1965
These considerations, ir, my
frogram of this year's . Cu~Political Science Department, de- passed. This coalition is needed
Medical School
Series. The performance is opinion, make his actions totallivered the welcoming address to to continue to exert leadership
sled for April 29 at 8:80 ly incomprPhensible, unless his
Although student council elecand pressure on Congress to semotivation• ~s what I suspect it tions will not take place until the a crowd of approximately 300. cure necessary legislation.
'in Cramton Auditorium.
Dr. Martin congratulated the
is two-act documentary t·, be, namely, the desire to rid first or second week of May, the
The Pre·sident's Education Bill
the faculty of critics, dissenters Med School has already elected
1 the progress of the Negro
!APES
"for
its
concern
about
and
proposal to raise the miniofficers for next year's Student one of the most basic barriers to mum wage ra,tie, says Goldfinger,
slavery to the present and potential trouble-make:<;.
American Medical Association .
ch speeches and other recthe achievement of the Great So- are examples of the kind of legis.ins presented exactly as
"In White America" opened in Elected were William Lightfoot,
lation that is needed.
were originally spoken or New York in 1968 and has been president; Quentin Smith, vice ciety: the intole1,ably high level
Laurence I. Wood~ of the Genplaying. to. capacity houses ever president; Patricia Bathe, secre- of unemployment in America."
II,
eral
Electric Company , repretary;
and
James
Crosse,
treasuriee American presidents are since. Both the production and
The
keynote
address
was
given
senting
private industry at the
rbingly present: the great the producer have received er.
by Mr. Hyman Bookbinder, as- conference. He spoke on the re:sistant to Vice President Hump- sponsibility and role of business
Jefferson, Andrew John- awards.
HILLTOP Applications
Columbia Records has issued
d Woodrow Wilson. There
rey in the Economic Opportunity in eradicating poverty and creFor 1965-66
't of humor, too, in a witty an Original Cast LP and HoughProg1·am.
ating jobs.
with Father Divine. The ton-Mifflin has published t he oriNow Available
Bookbinder discussed how the
Senator Ralph W. Yarborough
peignant and moving scene ginal script.
Room 103, University Centc,·
President's anti-poverty program (D., Texas), discussed the role of
I is that of the 15-year-old
The production has been so
Office of Student Life
is being directed toward abolish- government, giving examples of
I Bates who tries to enter successful that "In White Amering
poverty and creating job op- various government programs
Deadline - May 2, 1965
111 High School at Little ica" is on tour,. coast-to-coast,
which are being directed toward
portunities.
from mid-January to mid-May.
The most challenging address ending poverty and depreciating
ard Taubman of the New
was given by Leon· Kyserling, the rate of unemployment.
Times write: "It is a flamoutstanding liberal economist and
W!torial, a record of the N~former chairman of the Council
agony and a witness to_ hi~
of Economic Advisors dul'ing the
ations. ' In White America,
Truman Administration.
ugh and mourn, but most
Kyserling made a scathing atis filled with indignation."
tack _upon the lack of real proplay was written by MarAs always at this time of
safeguard the academic stand- grams and efforts to eliminate
luberman who conceived by
The following i8 a statement ards of the University.
year,
Howard students at'e again
poverty
and
expand
the
economy
,ea when he was teaching
during
the
years
1952-1960.
asked to select the leaders of
irse on the Civil War. He •made to the HILLTOP concerntheir
and Student Council
Each
faculty
was
consulted
Critical
of
the
present
admiriIthat the students knew ~o ing the alleged de•motion of as- when the Tenure Regulations istration, Kyserling expressed the for theclass
coming- school year. The
of the role of the Negro in sistant professors Dr. Amy
progress that will be ,made next
!lean h istory that he dete_r- Kleppner and Dr. Daniel Crabb. were formulated; each faculty view that we are now very late year will rest in part with the
i to do something about it. Dean of the College of Liberal has a right to make suggestions in launching the attack on pov- selection of competent students
for modification of these Regu- erty and unemployment. He said
producer Judith Marechal, Arts Frank Snowden wrote the lations; the Regulations as well that we are still doing too little to hold the offices so important
,
.
to student life.
1 youngest' producer in N ew fallowing in response to the ques- as criteria for appointments and in this area.
(
and she already has four
promotion ,are reviewed periodiction: "Why were the two inst1-uc- ally by each school and col~ege.
These bridgeways with the adThe 25,000 public housing un~ h er credit.
its
proposed
for
this
year,
Mr.
ministration
and faculty will
tors demoted?"
All faculty members are ac- Kyserling finds to be "completely have to be chosen with the utD ear Mr. Patterson:
quainted with the principles gov- inadequate"; the program is not most care. Every student is
With respect to your inquiry erning their employment. One , even remotely meeting the need. asked to evaluate the platform
of April 5 concerning the ap- portion of the Tenure RegulaSimilarly, Kyserling descl'ibed of each and every candidate, and
pointments of certain facu~ty tions concerns the rights of fac- the job corps as only "scratch- determine within himself the
f the first time, the Univ~r- members in the College of Lib- ulty members who believe that ing the surface." It should, he candidate.
. provide the they have a complaint with re- contends, embrace a million The effectiveness of Howard
Center Planning and AdVIs- e ral A1·ts , I w ish to
spect to a proposed recommenda- young people ralther than only University in the future will be
Council will participate in following information:
tion or that the rights guaran- 25 00
The
procedure
for
appointisprung Madness' program
reflected in the officers the stuteed them by the University
,O •
ments
in
the
College
of
Liberal
!held May 10-17. T~~ purhave been violated.
Mr. Kyserling stated that the dent body elects to represent
of "Sprung Madness is t.o Arts like that of all the schools
rate of unemployment is several them. All intelligent stud~nts
!funds for the Howard Uni- and ~olleges pf the University, is
The provisions outlined above figures higher than that r eported should therefore take advantage
ly Community Chest. The governed by the Tenure Regul~- have been followed in all cases in government statistics and de- of their vote, and cast it April
lal Events Committee is go- tions which appear in the Faeu~- in the College of Liberal Arts.
scribed the situation as "di!!- 80, 1965, in the Student Cent.er
~ make an all-o\lt effort to ty Handbook for Howard Un-1graceful and criminal" in a great from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
versity.
The
purpose
of
these
Sincerely
yours,
t this program and fond·
and rich country like the United
. GET OUT AND VOTE!/11
Regulations is to protect the
lg.
States.
Frank M. Snowden, Jr.
members of the faculty and to
:onunued on page 3, col. 3)

Ky·s erling Says: Great
Society, Not So Great
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A well organized demons1ra tion wednesday resulted in an administration concession t o allow sluden ts to take their
final esams t hough they might still o we a balance on their tuition bill.
T uit ion is slill expected to rise . and a
sit•in is planned fo r 2PM t od ay t o protest t his action. which the Board of T rustees will decide upon staturday.
St udents should meet in 11 6 Dou glass Hall. and are e ncourage d t o bring their books.
Photo by Calvin Re id

SCLC Withdraws Defense Aid
By Titil~yo Horne
llllllnp "'-'''" £1hhu

T he S o ut he rn Ch r is tia n
l eadership Conference has pulled
put of t he Joann Little defense
movement because libera l whites
rw control its money and politics,

according to SCLC's North Carolina
spokesman , Golden Frinks.
Frinks accused Jerry Paul, a white
defense lawyer, w ith "bring o ne of
t he worst traitors I've seen in the
movement within the last 16 years."

Ferguson, Brown Sweep
Run-offs
By D e nise Wilson
llllh11p

' I.ill \ \

1111,,

T he victors emerging in t he
stu den t go vernment ru n-off elections
We d nesday were Earl Ferguson,
Lu ther Brown, Vanessa Kidd, and
Ken Tho mas.
Fe rgu so n de f eated Larry
Coleman, 520 to . 277 votes fo r the
pos i t i on of Howard University
St udent Associa tion President.
Luther Brown won the position o f
Pre siden t o f the Liberal Arts Student
Coun cil by defea ting Jon Ki ng, 242
to 163; Vanessa Kidd defeated Janet
Braham, 223 to 171 for LASC
Secre tary; the office o f Graduate
Trustee was won by Ken Thomas
who defeated Mike Harris with 157
to 10 1 votes.
Nearly 1400 students t urned out
t o vo t e in HUSA's preli minary
elections on April 18th, this time
the re were no lu ring chicken d inners
and ma ny ca mpa i gners were
pa r t i c ipa t ing in th e stu d ent
demonstration .
In the first elect ion stu dents cast
votes that eliminated politically
a cti ve A dewa le Agunbiade and
Benjamin 9 X Bowman , a Muslim,
A l t ho u g h th ere was n o
information provided as t o what the
"new c onst it ut ion,.. •·concert
board," or "Student Trust Fund,"
mean t many vo ted.
All t otaled the fi rst electio ns left
Adewale Agun biade with 238 votes,
Larry Cole man wi th 274, Benjamin
9X Bowman wi th a c lose 2 72 votes.
and Ea'.1. ~!rguson w ith 52~.

•

'~.~,'

HUSA President Earl Ferguson
Earl Ferguson and La rry Coleman

sh1red the run-off ticket competing
not only against each other but the

lerge student demonstration th1t
temporarily le ft the polls deserted.

The Student Trust Fu nd was
created by Bryant w ho was unable io
be reached fo r comment but it is said
that the Fund was created with
Homecoming fu nds,
The concert board would inclu de
different admin istrators and elected
officials to ,elect and coordinate
concerts.
Polls were man ned by paid
students, not actively campaigning
fo r any candidate. Miss Hall said poll
watchers were paid a salary of $2.50
pe r hour by the Undergraduate
Stu de n I Ass<><:iat ion and HU5A
f!in tly . _

LASC President , Lut he r Brown
Accorcimg to election c:ommin ee
workers Sandra Hall and Desi ree
White, the Policy Board and HUSA
Pr esident Victor Bryan t can be
blamed fo r not letting student know
what th e three referendum issues
meant. Because of that fail ure the
refe rendu m ba llot s w ere n't valid an d
could not be tallied,
Donald Isaac, board member and
UG SA C o -ordin ator. the t h ree
referendum issues "hadn 't bee n
appro ved by the Policy Board. Th ey
were n't supposed t o be on there (the
ballots)," he said while marshalling
Wednesday's student demonstrat ion.
Miss Whit e said th e 300 voter
in c rease over last year can be
attr ibute d to the fact 'that voting
machines were p laced in convenient
locations. She said many students
were d rawn out by the ra lly and
c hicke n d inner event that drew
nearly 400 students.
The new co n stitution is actually a
revision of the one aurent1y in
operation'. .. the d iffe re nce bj!ing the
addition of a vice presidential office
and the elimination of the Alliance
·of cimpus O rganizations,

He co m plained that SCLC had
n urtu red the young lawyer and
thought h im to be "a very dear
friend.''
F rinks said Paul was his lawyer
while serving ~rt of a six month
sentence for demonstra t ing witho ut a
permit. He cflimed he put Miss Little
in touch with Paul who, in turn,
ag r eed t o give a por ti on
(approximately 30 percent ) of the
money collected fo r a defense fund
to the fi nancially t roubled SC LC.'

Paul denied having made any sue,~
deal and cat egorically denied all
accusatio ns that the legal defense had
t urned the " Free Joann Little"
c a m p a ign int o a mo ney ,m ak1ng
gim mick.
Over a month ago rignt before the
Mar c h 14 t h d emo n s t ration in
Res u rrec t ion Ci ty, Frin ks was
accuse d of alleged "mismanagemen t"
of some S3,000 in c ampaign money,
He denied that charge in a te lephone
in terview with th is reporter and again
blamed the legal defense with having
" ripped o ff money from th e Black
community."
Joann Little denounced t he SCLC
on te levision and report ed ly d oesn't
want the su pport of the Com mittee
for Racial Justice, Her o ther attorney
Karen Gallo way (who is Black) t o ld
WH UR tha t she didn' t want any
demonstratio ns and tha t the massive
demon stratio ns may pro ve to be •
det rimental to the defense's case.
Sho rtly thereafter (on or about
March 14th) local papers announced
demonstrat io ns sponsored by the
defe nse team in Winston Salem,
Washingto n, an d Durham, No rth
Carolina.
T he same d efe nse te am will now
try to prove th at Joann Little will
not be juoged b y her peers, that the
trial will be un just, and shou ld be
thrown out before it reaches a jury
Paul and Galloway say t ha t a
survey take n by a graduate student a t
No rth Carolina State University
shows only 12 percent o f the ju rors
calle d in Beu fort County are Black .
The overall county populatio n is 30
percent Black, T hey say juro rs are
selected fro m vote r registration an d
taxpayer lists which immediately
e)(cludes those unregistered persons
or th ose without property.
WHUR 's new sman Ben Dudley,
whose initial reports sparked t he
interest of the seemingly blindfolded
white media, says he t h inks Joan n
Little w ill go to jail. Ms. little
already has a le ngthy "criminal"
record . an d according to Dudley.
"the basic racism in No rth Carolina
along with th e recent split in •the
movement," appears to point the
case in that d irection.

Cont. to ,,.119 3

Hooks

Addresses
Graduates
F ede r al Commun i cations
: ommi ssi ooer Benjamin Lawson
Hooks w ill deliver the convocation
oration at Howard University's 107th
:ommencement.
T he formal program w ill be held
on May 10 at 10 a. m. in the Howard
Un ive r sity Stadium. Sixth and
Fairmont Streets, N.W. In t he even1
o1 inclement weather, the program
w i ll take p lace in C r amton
Auditorium.
T hose receiving honora ry degre es
are : Dorothy Irene Height. President
~f th e National Council of Negro
!Women - Doctor of Humane
Le tters; Roberta Flack , Gram my
Aw a r d-wi n ning sin ger-pianist Doctor of Music; Or, Samuel Lee
Kountz, Professor and Chairman o f
~he Department of Surgery, the Stat e
Un iversity o f New York Downstat e
Medical Center - Doctor o f Science;
and Commissioner Hooks - Doct o r
of Human ities.
Commissioner Hooks was born in
Memphis, Te nnessee. on January 31 ,
1925. He prnct iced law in that city
for 15 years where he also served as
Assistant Public Defender from 196 1
to 1964 . The fo ll owing y ear, t he
Governor of Tennessee appointed
him Judge o f Division IV o f the
Criminal Court o f Shelby County,
and in 19 66 he was electe d to the
LJud geship for an eight -year term.
Two years la te r he resigned t o return
to p rivate p ractice.
A m u lti - f ace t ed m a n ,
Commissioner Hook s was ordained a
Baptist m inister in 1956 and has
act ively pre ached fo r a number of
years. He was co-founder and served
~s Vice-President of the Mut ual
F e d e ra l S avin gs and Lo a n
Associatio n o f Memphis for 15 years;
~ h ile a lso a member of the Board of
:lirecto rs of the T ri-Stat e Bank in
Memphis. His work in the media
incl udes being the producer a nd host
o f t he tele v isio n p r ogr am
" Conversations in Black and White,"
c o-pro d uce r o f the t e levisio n
program " Forty Percent Speaks,"
land a paneli$t on another t elevision
pr o gr am called "What Is You r
Faith?" on Me mphis sta tions,
•
Commissioner Ho oks at tended
LeMo yne College in Memphis, and
Howard University. leaving in August
194 3 to e nter t he Army, Continuin g
Ji i s e duc at ion a ft e r t he war,
::ommissioner Hooks rece ived a J .D.
legree f r o m O ePaul Unive rsit y
College of !,.aw in Chicago, Illino is in

l94B,
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By Mi ke Alexander
H,lltof) -c;11U W ut.-r

Close t o 1 000 c h a nti ng,
pos t e r -carry;ng Howard students
st aged a inarch, demonstration, and
ral ly on Wednesday in prote st of
university policies regard ing tuition
in c r eases, student bills, fac ulty
members, and registration , among
othe r gr ievances. Following the
march a stu dent delegation, select ed
by about 1 1O st uden ts w ho attended
a p lanning meeting on Monday night,
met with Howard President Or.
Cheek, Or . C ar l A nderson,
Vice-President o f Student Affairs,
an d University T reasurer Casper
Ha rr i s to discuss the studen t's
demands.
The demonstration began a little
after noon in front of Douglas Hall.
T he re t he st udents gathered a nd,
after responding enth usiastic ally t o a
brief p resen tation by Hsan i Lillie,
who outl ined the stude n ts' de mands,
they began th eir m arch wh ich t ook
the protesters in front of Founder's
Library, down 4 th stre et past the
University d ining hall , past the Med.
Schoo l on W. Street, and back up 6th
St r eet t o t he steps of the
4.dmin istra t ion Building.
T h e st u dents marched three
abreast and along their route they
ch anted slogans such as "FINALS
NOW. PAY LATE R!" , "THEY SA.Y
C U T BACK, WE S AY FI GHT
BACK! ", ANO "STUDENTS MUST
UNITE TO F IG HT! " The large
number of students in the marc h
made a line so long that when the
fron t marchers were on W St reet
a pproaching the Medical School,
those in the rear were still on 4th
Stree t in front of the Quadrangle.

withhel d u n til the dtbb wtj ii
cl ea red. Seniors mu<t pay lhelr dt~~
before the y will be allOllltd
gradu ate.
d~I

tz (

,res

Next the d iscussion ctntffid
certain well ,fiked instructors wr, ,
were supposedly dismissed 1rf ttlll
University. Dr . Cheek said Joli\Vl
Kille ns is not leaving. He Iii<> sal()!l:
that he fel t it would be il1ll)llol)r;.,,er:
for h im t o comment on fie cues ,(ro
Fra ncis We l sing 111d Theodoldo,
R ic ha r d so n b e cau se t hty • Sill
currently . involved in fettl octio
against the University. l.mr in
meeting Dr. Cheek got WO<d, and t
informed the students, t~t Don ~ Lee was also staying at Howwd. ~

tt'
tt

About the Drop of count ~b
the studen t had demanded M
day be set back to the 11st wkl
the semeste r. Both Or. ChetkandO Y
Anderson d isagreed with the 11Ude~J
sentiments. They felt such a IYSlfist
wou ld give students a chance t o ~
out of courses a t the end al I'°
semester a nd would lower tt
acad emic standards of the UnimilJru
Dr. Cheek said he would ukt far.
stUdents pro posal to the A ~ t
A ffairs Committee which decidj; ,
such matters.

S

ICC

Or. Cheek appeared surprised ian
said he was shocked when · A
studen ts info rmed him about ~m
unpro fessional conduct of <:ertoe<
p ro fessors a t Howard. He stre ~
t ha t if profeuon viol1ted t'lla
guide lin es, an d students could ~f
it, the p rofessors, even thow who ~P<
· tenu~d. would be refused. $ ~ It
should docume nt their compll\iTI
and su bmit them t o the °'\ta
Cha irman.
IVC
T he students also demanded fi
rights and input concern ing ball
appointments a nd p romotions.
Cheek said that in 1968 the Bow ,
Trustees d ecided that student< cov
have inputs on all commin..suctt
the on e s concerning f1cul1
appointments a nd promotion,. f C
sa id st udents had shown lilt
in terest in fil ling the posts open 1vc
them. Abou t the question of 1111ull>C
he said t hat t he pro,am .)re:
ambiguou s and In many lnstencos fllc
did not kn ow how it 09tr,ttl1Ct
himself. He remarked that ht tltlnlhc
some student input cen be proridelN!
Regist rat ion was anothtr issve lN!
concern. Dr. Ande rson 11plainf{c,
that the administration was hlrd 'Ile,
work , trying to smooth Q/1 d L
process and that they " ~
an y inputs stu dents hl'/t." '11.ati
st udents were Invi ted to stt up allwid
f o rc e t o w o rk w i th t'tcl
~dm i ni s tra t i on th is summer •isl
im pro ve the process.
It

D
I

Hisani Mweusi
T he only disturbance came when
the marche rs. who had been on the
sidewalks all of the way, paraded in
th e middle of 6th Street on th eir w ay
to the A-Building. The Howard
Securi ty Force had traveled w ith the
marc hers. keeping t hem safe from
the many int erested motorists who
gazed at the p rocession. However,
when the marchers took to the st reet
Secu r ity Patrol Capt. Singleto n
ex pla ined tha t the street w as p ublic
property and that the students were
subject to in tervention by metro
police. ·Although there was a briFf
period o f confusion, fortuna tely no
police intervened a nd the st ud en ts
proceeded to the A -Building as
planned,
At the A•Building Dona ld Issacs
u rged the students to look a t the
ent ire econo mic struc ture o f this
societ y when as.sessing the causes of
t h eir proble ms as studen ts. He
poin ted out t hat there are " more
blac k y outh in ja ils than there are in
unive r si tiesl" He also tied the
stude nt stru ggles at othe r schools t o
those a t Howard.
At about two o'cloc k the st u dent
delegat ion began meeting w ith the
administrators. The fi rst area of
conce rn was the Un ive rsity's recently
adopted policy where by students
with delin quent accounts would not
be allowed to t ake final ex ams, The
students fe lt this was u n fair m ain ly
beca use of the short n otice the
University h ad given the stu dents.
After explainin g that th e policy was
initially adopted because o ne-t h ird of
Howard stu dents owe deb ts and
beca use thil situat ion was .. an
eme rgency placing the Un iversity in
financial jeopardy," Or, Cheek said
he was willing to abat e the policy. ft
was decided t hat students who o wed
would be allowed to take fin11i
howeve! , their gredes would i,,;

The q uestion of tuition ir>cret
was d iscussed Int Casper H¥ri1J g
1
Or , Cheek t,;plained the '1 ~b'
certain increase (to
decided by '
Board of Trustees Set.) to
!
st u den ts. Appare ntly, Inflation lbJ
pushing the costs of operation •"',i
some 4 .3 mil lion dollan next v•1 ~
Th e m oney fr o m the Ftde ~
go ve r n m e n t is restricted
therefore ca nn ot be uwd to
these rising costs. The UniwersitY el
has a defic it this ye,r, Students Wf
informe d that the administration
already ord ered cutblcks in 0lf
areas to curb spending end kllP
major portion of the 1dded fi
burden o ff the backs of the sN
Or . Che e k promised •
ex plana tion will be given tostude
in t he event the llolrd vo11S
increese and that at least six mon
notice would be given befort o
increases.

be

The meet ing ended 1t fiw o'cl
When asked his thoud>ts on
demonstration Or. ChMk • icl,
th i nk w he n e ve r st udents
concerns they ouit,t to male•
known," however he did not
that demonstrations _ . 1lw
necessary to get the point ec,oss.
said that if the re had bHn •
he wou ld have gl1dly met W
students. He did ~ y thlt tht m
served the p urp oa o f relsing stu
moral and bringinJstudrtnts tot'

1
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ngelou to speak at commencement
s
"'"""' "''~....,.,

,

Author Maya Angelou w1.l be l~e
nccment speaker at Howard s
7th Commencement Exercises on
Y11 at 10:00 a.m. at Howard Sta,m on the University's main
pus. .
.
_The na_t1onally acclaimed Angelou
receive the honorary degree of
or of leuers, _and approximately
roo students will be awarded unrgraduatc, graduate and prod
ional degrees and certificates.
w Al the ceremonies, Howard will
, t so confer on J .C . Hayward,
Jo VM-TV news anchor the hondegree of doctor of humane let; Jacob Lawrence, a noted artist
Seattle, the honorary degree of
or of humane leuers; and Dr.
ley Meyer. a television. movie

and theater produci from Santa
Monica, Calif., the r norary degree
of doctor of laws.
Frank M. Snowdn Jr., professor .
emeritus of classic•at Howard, will
receive the honoratdegree of doctor
of humane leuers•Burlce Syphax, a
surgeon at HowanUniversity Hospital will receive 1e honorary degree
of doctor of sciece; and Sirjang Lal
Tandon, founde. chairman and president ofTandori:orp., a manufacturer of disk driv&for computers, will
receive the hoorary degree of doctor
of laws.
TheexercitS will be broadcast liv_e
on the Univl'Sity's radio and 1elev1sion station. WHUR-FM, 96.3. and
WHMM-11', Channel 32.
Maya AJ!elou is the author of four
autobio_g.tphical bestsellers: "I

Know Wby the Cag~d Bird Sings,::
"Gather9i'ogethe~ m !-1Y Name_, ,
"Wingin' and Swmgm and Geum
Merry Like Christmas," and "The
Heart of a Woman " as well as four
books of poetry. '
She currently serves on the facul!Y
of Wake Forest University where in
1981 she was named the first
Reynolds Professor of Am~ric!n
Studies. A veteran of the lecture circuit and over 150 appearances on network and local television, she has
also written productions for theater,
film and television. As author and
producer of "Afro-American in ~he
Arts" for the Public Broadcastmg
Service, she received the Golden
Eagle Award. In 1976, she was
accorded the Ladies Home Jou!llal
"Woman of the Year in Commumca-

tion" _aw,ar~, and was among the
!llagazme s ..Top 100 Most Influent1al Women.
Howard_ alumn_a Jacqueline (J.C.)
Hayward 1s consistently rated one of
the top news people in Washington
television. As a news anchor at
W.DVM-TV for th~ last 12 y~, she
has won three Emmy awards, includ•
ing one in 1976 for "Best Newscaster. '· She_ has pro~~ced_ thre_e
documentanes on cond111o~s m Afnca, one of which, ··somaha: The Si lent Tragedy," won a bronze _medal
in the lntemational Film Fesuval m
New York. She is_act~ve in numerous
communuy orgam_za11on_s, and s_erves
on many boards, 1ncludmg Afncare.
the United Black Fund. the Na110nal
Council of Negro Women and the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educa-

tudents ~urn Coors hats
By Carol Winn

t began as a celebration of the
al Black Arts Festival Picnic
Saturday ended in student unrest
the burning of Adolf Coors Comof
caps.
r
Sponsored by the Undergraduate
arti ent Assembly. th e fes ti val
:e
ted almost 3000 students . 30 10
de o( whom started three small fires
thc main lawn by burning the caps ,
ording 10 UGSA Coordinator
la Noble.
After the picnic ended at 6:00
., the burning of the caps stem•
from anszcr bv students at di~
ging s1111ements made agairks by Coors Chief Executi'
cer William K. Coors. CoS
tedly said. "Blacks lack 1•
tual capacity ... one of the ;~l
gs (slave traders I did for ou
De s] was to drag your anc,ors
here in chains." (Black Jter•

ed f

J

prise. !ptember 19S4.

uGi\ · s decision 10 invite Coors
reprientativc Sylvester Williams
(a foner Howard student), to cam- .
pus as partly based on a covenant
sigid by the Adolf Coors Company.
th~ev. Jesse Jackson and other civil
ri,.CS groups representatives. (Black
1:,erprise 12/84)
The $325 million five-ycarNarionIncentive: Covenant established by
1c National Black Economic CoaliJon and the Golden. Colorado-based
brewery sought 10 stimulate Black
employment and promotion opportunities in the company. accordmg to
the magazine.
Noble said that although she was
aware of the negative remarks_and
because the picnic date was quickly
approaching UGSA "wanted 10 bring
beer on the campus" for sponsorship of the festival. and Coors was
welcomed.
"Coors approache~. us .... We
were hesitant at first, said Noble,

who felt that since the agreement had
been signed, it was acceptable to invite the Coors representative on
campus.
UGSA's decision to invite Coors
representative, Sylvester Williams.
(a former Howard student), to campus was partly based on a covenant
signed by the Adolf Coors Company.
the Rev. Jessee Jackson and other
civil rights groups representatives.
(Black Enterprise 12/84)
The $325 million five-year Nation•
· al Incentive Convenanr established
by the National Black Economic
Coalition and the Golden, Coloradobased brewery sought 10 stimulate
Black employment and promotion
opport uni ries in the company.
according to the magazine.
Noble said that a_lthough she was
aware of the ne_ga11ve remarks and
· · d
a qu'ckly
1
beeause 1.he picnic
.?re w s
.
approaching UGSA ~anted 10 bring
a beer on the campus for sponsor. f h ' . I
dC
s
shtp o I e ,est~va . an
oors wa

~
;exclj»uhlislcr joins Bible hoard

ii CU

1

thkop Sutr RrpM

ns•• Charles Frederick Harr: execuh~
,pen
director and CEO of J bl.
. is.h"i~g

lions for Howard nivers11y
ten
be f
n
has been elected as f em r 0
, ces Board of Directors/ the _Laypera 's National Bible,? mmiuee.
thi announcement vS m~d~ by
President Victof,/ • Eimicke.
has sponsored ui~nal Bible
plai
since 1941. Thi/Car sobservhard is Nov. 24 to D, I.
ut Under Harris' lea((Ship. the Holec~ University Pr~ has become
.. llonally and intentionally kn~wn
~a
received 0 ~~an~ing cnucal
, t im for its p,hshmg accomner
nts.
I
.
lla 197 1 Uni•rsity President
;es E. Cheek .himissioned J:1ar1crea11o create and i1nage the pubhshrris firm. In !974he first boo~s w~re
atm •
and ci/ently it has m pnnt
l bY titles spanng a wide range of
to .
1 I

i:

·-

Harris· publishing career spans
more than three decades. He has
worked for Doubleday & Company.
Inc.. Portal Press. and Random
House. Inc. In 1965. he designed the
Zenith Books Series, for use in secondary school social studies and English
reading courses as supplementary
textbooks. This was the first book
series published in the United States
10 include minority history . It was
published by Doubleday.
.
Harris is a director of the Association of American University Presses
and Reading is Fundamental (RIF) .
Other memberships include the International Division of the Association of American Publishers and the
National Press Club. He is a_lso an
adjunct professor of Journalism at
Howard.
.
The Laymen·s National Bible
Committee is an in1erfa11h. nonsect~rian laity organization, wholly dt·
reeled by laymen and laywomen who
-~--.. •

' ,

believe in the Bible's import.i:nce.
LNBC has no official sponsorship o~
ties with any faith group, denomination or church, rather it works with all
on an interfaith basis.
The purpose of Bible Week is to
remind all Americans of the importance of the Bible. to motivate
Bible reading and study, and to reaffirm the founding principles of the
United States.
President and Nancy Reagan are
serving for the fifth consecu_rive year
as National Honorary Chairpersons
for Bible Week. Senator Bill Bradley
(D-N.J.) and Rep. Ralph Regula
(Ohio) are serving as co-chairmen of
the Congressional Commiuee for
Bible Week . Mayor Kathryn Whitmire of Houston is heading the Mayors Committee.
To obtain further information on
LNBC and National Bible Week,
write· 10: Laymen's National Bible
Commmee. lSl5 Second Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017.

•

in

tion Fund.
. Stanley Meyer has ha(,! anoutstandmg career as a produceroftelev1S1on,
motion picture, and theatrical pro- ductions. He was chairman of the
board of Filmaster Ltd., producers of
the television shows "Gunsmoke"
and "Have Gun, Will Travel," and
he was executive producer of the
television show "Dragnet.". He was
also producer of the theatncal pr~duction "Don't Bother Me, I Can 1
Cope" for which he won NAACP
Image Awards for Best Producer and
for Best Legitimate Theater On a.nd
Off Broadway.
Meyer has been honored se_veral
times for his humanitari~n work in the
Los Angeles commumty a_nd elsesee ADDRESS page 7

protest

welcomed.
"Coors approached us . .. We
were hesitant at first," said Noble,
who felt that since the agreement had
been signed, it was acceptable 10 invite the Coors represen1_a1ive ""
campus.
UGSA Public Relations Director
Barry Hudson said that traditionally
beer companies have sponsored
activities on campus and that.
although they were on campus, Coors
neither paid for nor co-sponsored the
festival. Normally, Miller Beer

sponsors the event, said Hudson.
Al 25 cents per cup. the 12 kegs of
beer were sold out. Hudson said,
"The event went over because Howard University doesn't know or care
about what Coors said." He questioned whether students had listened
10 HUSA Pre.,ident Christopher. Cathcart who encouraged students to reject Coors advertising proposals
earlier this year.
The Dean of Student Life. Vincent
sec COORS pai e 7

.

,....,,..

Author Maya Angelou

Police
conduct
drug raid
in Slowe
H.Jl..-.p SufT Report

Metropolitan police conducted a
search Monday of Room 3143, Slowe
Hall, which is occupied bv Donna
Thornton. and confiscated $2,000
in cash and a plastic bag of white
powder." according to search warrant
The search was conducted by Officer Joseph L. O'Donnell at 7:20 a.m.
OS
after a white powder substance was
confiscatedfromthesameroomduring undercover su_rv_eillance, accordf th
' ing to an a~dav11 in support o
1
t~o:~~~s!~~
ffid • ·d th
b tance "proved
a 1 av11 sa1
e su s
By Carmel Bullard
sitive for cocaine" and "that prob"''"" SuJr "'"'"''
concern over the selection of the final ~le cause [existed) 10 believe that
· \"h"
. cocame
· is
·
The government of Barbados an d two companies.
' tle the Barbados acontrolled substances, LC.,
the Inter-American Development government favored its own local being stored...and is presently beBank (IADB) are currently locked in company, the IADB favored th e ing distributed ·from that location."
a dispute over the awarding of a Venezuelan firm for two reasons: be·
Other items confiscated' from the
roadbuilding contract which is partly cause theirs was the lower bid and room during the search included a
financed by that institution.
because their proposal for completion makeup bag containing green weed
Barbados is a11emp1ing to replace a was in a package form aod not in and seeds, plastic bags, a brown walroad system which was laid down in sections.
let containing a white envelope with
1680. The new system would esBut the Contact reported that there white powder, a jar of lactose, ~5
tablish a road network that would put appeared to be some irregularity in cash in a black wallet and a white
Barbados in stride with other de- the IADB's Bridgetown office over envelope containing white powder,"
veloping countries.
the ha~dling of th e application. according to the warrant.
The $45 million project would con• According to the B~~dos gov~rnA University official said that the
necr the Bridgetown Harbor with the ment and an. official 10 Washmg- incident will be investigated and that
Grantley Adams International Air- , ton, "The Bndgec_own office seemed if Thornton is charged and convicted,
port. Also included in the project is to have favored vin nc1er even before the University might take action. The
rhe construction of a bypass highway the selecuon process was completed· official also said that even if charges
system that would link the south and thus laying itself open to _charges of are nor filed but Thornton is found to
east coasts with the west coast. To exerting undue influence m favor of have violated the University Code of
help finance the project. the IADB the Venezuelans."
.
Conduct, action might also be taken.
has agreed to put up S24.5 million.
Last March, a Barbad?S dele~~llon In Dece be 1984 . Drew Hall resiby Transportallon M101s1e1
m r
•a
.
,
The d.tspute began aCter th e con- headed
v·1c Johnson fa'1led to reach any new dent was sen_ I ho_me for having v10tracl was awarded 10 a local Barbados
d h u
s d t Code of
firm which bid for $45.8 million. agreement over the issue with che
· late
Eh' t ef mversity11·1tu ofen ariJ'uana
IADB's President Ortiz Mena and I ics a rer a 9uan Y m .
According to a report from the Carib- other top bank officials in Washing- wa~ fou~d m his room, accordmg to
bean Contact, a Venezuelan firm, ton.
.
Umversity officials.
Vinncler, was the lowest bidder at
$44:9 million. Almost 20 firms trom
Meanwhile. Barbados citizens
Canada, the United States. Barbados. patiently await the building of the
Venezuela and Britain competed for new roads that would allow them to
bids. the paper reported .
sail through Bridgetown Harbor and
The JADB reportedly q,11:stioned land at Grantley Adams International
the process of elimination and voiced Airport .

B arb a d
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Bomb

Grad -test s show low scores
Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
By Grace
Wilkes-Sydney
was 17.6percenthigherrhanbusiness
Hilltop Sult Rtpont.t
Students who major in the pro• administration majors who scored 9.1
. fess ion al and occupational dis- percent below average. On the quanc i p Ii n es "cons is I en I I y u n- 1i1a1ive portion, philosophy maJors
derperform" on• graduate admission were 4.6 percent above average.
tests. according to a report prepared while business students scored 2.3
by Clifford Adelman, a senior associ- percent below.
ate at the National Institute of EducaAdelman noied that there were intion.
.
deed some changes between 1964and
The report, which was cited m the 1982. These changes included,mod·
January issue of the Chronicle of crated increases on the mathematics
Higher Education :- indicated that · ubject areas of the (GRE) and the
from 1964 to 1_982 the scores_i:m many Law School Admissions Test (LSA_T)
of the standardized tests dechned. and from 1975 to 1982, and small instudents in fields such as business ad- creases on the GRE physics test and
ministration. education. social work the biology portion of the Medical
and journalism had lower scores than College Admissions Test (MCAT).
the arts-and-science_ majors.
. He said that there _was no change ~n
Adelman emphasized that the suli' the chemistry portion of the MCA •
ject area of the arts and science re- the quantitative portion of the GRE,
quired students )Odo more_ formal and the Gis.i::. L,v,ogy and economics tests
structural thinking . enabhng them to and the l.SAT from 1968 to 1974.
perform better on standardil;ed tests. There were large declin~~ on the verFor instance, in 1982, philosophy baJ, sociology and pohucal science
majors on the verbal portion. of the

mi

hoax
•
Ill dorm
tlill'°fl $t&l'I' kc:pon

areas of the GRE. However. there Students were forced to e_vacuate
were small declines on the reading Meridian Hill Wednesday mght for
portion of the MCAT the _Graduate more than two hours after a male callManagement Adm1ss1or.s lest; and er made a bomb threat that turned out
the GRE chemistry rest.
to be a-hoax.
Adelman said that test scores were The Rev. Nathaniel Thomas, dorm
a common indicator which were used counselor at Meridian. said that
by policy makers_wanalyze an~ ma~e Cynthia Asbury, a desk assistant, redecisions on existing condiu~ns m ceived the threat from a male who
education. However, he cn11c1zed saidthatabombwassettogoat 10:00
some of the testing services for not .p.m.
.
.
. .
providing cons1sten1 and comparable
Howard secunty, m ~onJuc11.on •
test scores and data about those who with the o.C. Metropolitan ~ol!ce
participate in such rests. · .
Department, evacuated the bu1ldmg
According 10 the Chromcl_e of 10 con.duct a room-~o-room search.
Higher Education. the Educational Students were permitted to re-enter
Testing Service, in responding to Ad- the dorm at 10:45 p.m. after no bomb
elman ·s study. said that the stu~ents was found, according to Thomas ..
taking these tests were not a smtable · Later that night in an unrelated mcross-section for a full gr~duatmg cident. an unidentified man ent~red
class each year and that their sco1es Meridian at approximately 1:45 a.m.
were not useful as partial indicators of and escaped down Euclid St. N.W•
siudent learning. since they were a after being chased by Howard _securrepresentative and changing sample ity and D.C. Police, ~ccoi:cimg to ,
of people.
Alan Hermesch, of U01vers1ty rela· :
lions.
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National Earth Day Rally
sends inessage to .Congress
a

-,11;

. ,,. . .

Tunsion between
Blacks1 Koreans
addressed in D.C.

•

C J l!CUa eut1l1h . . . . . . . . . . . . "···~ lllrth Dar ...

I

Yot1ng Technocrats learn computer
systems.through hands on experience

'' I
'

T

Help rebuild the U Street
Cooridor. Support 'B lack
Businesses in Washington, D.C.

It<lr

would like to
thank all the loc4
section reporters
and freelancers
for their'
dedicated service
and hard wolk.
I
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/ GILBE RT NEVER TOLD THE GUYS HE DIALED HI S GIRL 1-800-COLLECJ
~
FOR FEAR THEY'D ACCUSE HIM OF B.EING THE SENSITIVE TYPE.
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OF'F,ICE OF THE FACULTY SENATE

•

Howard University
(202) 806-7595 • Fax (202) 806-7396
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COME AND MEET INCOMING
PRESIDENT SWYGERT

t

•

I
I

TO:

••
I'

FROM:

ALL F•.\CULTY

\

I

I

Peter Sola, Secretary

•I
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FULL FACULTY SENATE MEETING

I

•
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MONDAY, MAY ' 1, 1995 - - 12 NOON
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- Address By Dr. H. Patrick Swygert~
- Senate Elections ~
~ Annual Committee Reports.~
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ake A Look At The
New
sterdain
Apartments.
· We invite you to take advantage
. of the accommodations of our
· totally renovated apartments.
•
• Dish Washers
Wdll-to-Wol Capettng •
Very Modem Kitchens •

• Central Heat & Air

·

• Secured Reserved Parking

rs & D,yers on Premlses •

Spaces Available
Seotex Securtty System •
• Security On Pr~lses

Mini Blinds •

t

MARVIN WHETSTONE
15779 Columbia Pike

•

P. 0. Box #570
Burtonsvllle, Md. 20866

, , , Please send a copy of Marvin Whetstone's SHAVING THE BLACKMAN.

1

1understand only VHS format Is available.

,.
I

Name (please prlnt) _ _ _. : . . . . - - - - - - - - - : - - - : Address _ _ _ _ _ _-::--_ _ _--'--_-,--..:_'--C l t y / S t a t e / Z I P - - - - - ~ - - - - - - -Telephone Number (
.
cost x
Quantity
• Amount

>----'--

Special Student Discount
00 Two Bedroom Apartments
Call 202-265-5359

NEW LOW PRICE ! ! !
Now only $15.00

$24.95

Ship

$3.50

Tax
Total
,

1

A'
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SING UNTO THE LORD A NEW SONG!

, SUMMER STORAGE FOR STUDENTS

Howard University Community Choir
proudly presents

*NO DEPOSIT*

m•••··

~ :. =·-==--=
..-·--- . - ..
iiiitl

The

301 N Smet, N.E.

(3nl Si. & Florida Aw., N .E.)

600 Rhode Wu,dAvc., N.E.
(R.I. Aw. Mcuo)

:I
,.._

"O SING unto the Lord a new song; for he hath done marvelous things ..."
Psalm 98:1

CAPITALSELFSTORAGE
543-1400

NATIONAL SELF SERVICE
STORAGE CO.
636-8282

~

A

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
PRIVATE STORAGE ROOMS
24 HOUR SECURITY
MOVING AND PACKING
SUPPUES
LOCKS AVAlLABLE '
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

•

:.:

]

Gospel Co

1

RYDERTRUCKRENTALS 1

~-~

10% Discount on any storage room with
payment in advance for entire Swnm~r

Cl
\
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Extend Y 011r Beauty

with
Special Guest

10

Myrna Summers

ar

in

01
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"The Sweetheart of Gosp el"

Specializing in all
Briads, Lacing, Weaves, Twists,
& Silky Dread styles

31

li•

Sunday, April 30, 1995
5:00 PM

THIS MONTI-I'S SPECIAL
now thru May 5, 1995

w

st

cl

'm
Iii

01

Cramton Auditorium
Howard University
Washington, D.C.

Mid-Back l.mlgth Braids, Twists, &t Silky Dreads

ONLY$100

d,

01

m

n,

o:

al

w

pi
P'

Admission is Free
Jesus Paid It All!

For more lnformadon and appoln,,.mnata eaQ

c,

p:

ll

(202) 387-8535

"PRAISE ye the Lord Sing unto the Lord a new song, and his praise in the congregation ofsaints. al
Psalm 149: I
rr

"'

Sony, no rain checks

]

\
\

l

CORRECTION TO THE FIRST EDITION OF THE FALL SEMESTER 1995
HOWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT REFERENCE MANUAL AND DIRECTORY
OF CLASSES
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT THE SCHEDULE OF TUITION RATES FOR PART-TIME AND EXCESS CREDIT
HOURS LISTED IN THE FIRST EDITION OF THE FALL SEMESTER 1995 H OWARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT
REFERENCE MANUAL AND DIRECTORY OF CLASSES, PAGE 10, SHOULD READ AS FOLLOWS:
.

Sch ool/College

.

Allied Health Sciences
Architecture & Planning
Arts & Sciences
Business
CoDW\unications
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
Nursing
Pharmacy
School of Divinity
-·
··Social Work
Law

Dental Hygene

UNDERGRADUATE
Part-time rate
Full-Time
Excess hours
per hour
ranJ?;e of hours
s tart with

Full-time ran ge
of hours

-

12 ormore
12-18
12-18
12-18
12-20
12-21
12-21
12-20

none
19th
19th
19th
21st
22nd
22nd
21st

$321.00
321.00
321.00
321.00
321.00
321.00
321.00
321.00

-

-

-

12-22
12-20

23rd
21st

321.00
321.00

-

-

-

9-15
9-15
9-15
9-15
9-15
9-15
9-15
9-15
9-15
9-16

22nd

321.00

-

.

12-21

.

-

GRADUATE
Excess hours
start with

Part-time rate
per hour

16th
16th
16th

•

Excess tuition rate for undergraduate programs is $235.00 per credit hour.

•

Excess tuition rate for graduate programs except law program is $369.00 per cred it h our.

•

Excess tuition rate for law program is $428.00 per credit h our.

$517.00
517.00
517.00

-

-

16th
16 th
16th
16th
16th
16th
17th
-

517.00
517.00
517.00
517.00
517.00
517.00
594.00

N otice:
Rates sub ject to chan2e

Please Note

-

-
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Brush up on business
BUSINESS/BB

Check out the per.i;onals
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~avanah's. bright _ideas
'lYlarz' c}othing blasts into
eep popping up 1n cotton hip-hop industry with force

Lhe ~ t minute, he produced a batch of T-shirts by transporting_ t~e logo from Lhe Hyers onto the shirts.
Addit1onatry, Llewelyn has made T-shirts for the
Hilltop Staff Writer
HUSA Youth Summit, the C.O.B.I.S. society, Daytona
Havanah Llewelyn is fu[I of bright ideas. Literally. Beach Black College Reunion and Freaknic.
" Next year, I plan on creating and selling T-shirts for
In fa~t. the ~oncept behmd CAP Gear, 1which spcthe campus store and for the venilors. And I am currently
1zes m T-shirts, 1s color, and lots of it.
Llewelyn. a. 20-year-old C.O.B.I.S. major, said he developing a proposal to do the 1995-96 Homecoming
-el(?pecl the idea of producing T-shirts when talking T-shirts,'' Llewelyn said.
Prices for CAP Gear products vary. T-shirts made on
afriend who had 11.0.ne to F~nic and made approxrely $ I 00.000 se11mg T-sh1rtS. That revelation was a larger scale cost less. where as those made on a small- - - - , er scale cost more. However,
r_-e than enough to spark r-- ---,--.....,,...
prices are not as important as
an1ercs1.
quality
10 Llewelyn.
He look his compute r
·•1 only make about $ I on
perience and knowledge
each shirt. I charge for my matecombined it wilh his
rials and I try 10 get the best
trepreneuria l spirit to
quality
T-shirts," Llewelyn said,
ucecomputer general•
as opposed to T-s hirts that
T-shirts. For Lhis reason,
shrink and fade after one washwelyn believes he has
ing.
rxi~dge on the competi" I never compromise guality
for a quick dollar," he said.
"Most T-shirts are made
Llewelyn also stressed the
th silk screen. But the Timportance of networking. As a
. I produce are made
member and current vice presicaper. faster and with
dent of the Entrepreneuria l
re color. Silk screen. on
Society, be gives credit 10 the
other hand. limits colorganization and its president,
·ng. But I can create a
Afbert Calloway Jr. for teaching
,ign with 1,600 colors
him about the bu siness and
computer," Lhe sophohelping him to get established.
fOfC, Bro n~. New York
He also gives special props to
f!''C said.
With Lhe many breakthroughs in computer technol- Al Payne, founder of CAP Icons who works closely with
: Llewelyn is inspired with an abundance of innov- him at CAP Gear, a subsidiary of CAP Icons.
"If it weren't for Al [Payne] 1wouldn't be where I am
ve ideas. He is currently working on designs made
today.
I came to Al as a client and he helped me 10 get
ith digital image_ry. a computer ailvancement where
Lhis business," Llewelyn said.
1urcs are store<! in a camera and loaded in10 Lhe com- intoEventually,
Llewelyn would like to have his own line
ter. The result is a picture. accordi ng to U ewelyn, that of clothing geared
college students. In addition,
be m_anipulat~d ma variety of ways and Lhe finished he and Payne plantoward
to
work
together to eventually own
uct 1s a true image, not the c louded and fuzzy pie- a club where tfiey would include
Howard students interof most T-shirts.
ested in being investors and promoters.
ints Allhough T-shin_s are its mai n focus, CAP Gear is
. He.said, "We want to create an entity where everyso a desktop publishing company. Llewelyn recently thing
1s ours and we support each other. I want to bring
e Hyers for the Propstlip Hop Fashion Show spon- everyone
togelher and take networki ng to anolher."
by the Cultural Initiative lnc. And when asked at

By Rashida Syed

By Justin McNalr
Hilltop Staff Writer

E1;1trepreneurship was once a flash in the pan but
now 1t has become a reality for the brain child of a brand
new clothing lme, Authentic Wear. The President of
Authen_tic Yfear is ~ason ~urphy, a.k.a. "Marz" whose
deternunallon and mnovat1on have him on the fast track
to su_ccess, with ~is array of fashion in T-shirts, hats,
Joggmg smts and Jackets. Wtth dreams ofone day scattermg his styles t"!<>ughout the music industry, "Marz"
understands he will have to pay Lhe price to reach Lhe
level of success olher clot.bing giants li.ke Karl Kani,
Phat Farm and Mecca have enJoyed while dominating
the hip-bop industry.
M_urphy would like to establish himself by persuadmg rap artists to '".ear his clothing, giving him the
market!ng and_promot1onal pus~ that he says is quintessential to his success. But his clothes are not just
made for paid artists in the music industry.
"I make my clothes for the regular individual, and
the real brothers because that's who I can relate 10 " he
~ d.
•
iyturphy's goals do.not end wilh the hip-hop venue.
Ultimately, he would like to carve his niche in Lhe international market which will set him al?art from the competition, and bolster him into becommg one of the preeminent leaders in the athletic wear industry.
TheinsJ?iration behind h.is alhletic wear comes from
his belief m people staying t.rue to themselves, and
never comprornismg their position. This symbolism is
repi:esenteil in a T-shirt titled "Real Nigga Flow·• which
depicts Lhe truths about street hfe m tile rap lyrics of
Power Move Entertainment rap groups.
It is this type of individualism that allows Murphy
to follow through with his vision. He has complete control over the clothing operation, and is a business partner of Power Move Entertainment. Power Move helps
promote Murphy's clothing line, as well as maintain·mg other ventures wilh the entertainment company. ln
fact, entertainment groups Qhe Step Beyond and solo
Artist, L-Rock, as well as DJ Young Guru (all affiliated with Power Move Entertainment) wield Murphy's
clothing while performing in major rap concerts across

the country. The bear goes on for Murphy as the owner
of a graphic design studio that produces the brilli ance
exhibited on his T-shirts, hats, jogging suits and jackets.
The 24-year-old. who earned a B.F.A. degree in
graphic design at Howard Uni versity, admits it bas been
dif~cult getting his name circulated to Lhe masses, bul
maJor moves are on the horizon for Lhe Authentic Gear
clolhing line.
"My clothing line will be available in Up Against
The wall stores next season, and I am in the process of
negotiating with other buyers at the moment," Murphy,
a Bronx, New York native, said.
Murphy is a diamond in the rough with a prosperous future in the clo1hing industry. He seems to glisten
with confidence and a "can't miss" demeanor that will
undoubtedly take Authentic Gear to the top.

ashion police on patrol as spring arrives and winter clothes shed
By Donovan Griffin
Hilltop Staff Writer
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The weather is warming up, the yard has fresh blossoms
and many are tired of wearing jackets. Now is when
everyone decides to wear their summer gear. To help you
retam your "fashionably correct" status, here are a few
key J?Oints from your fellow Bison. Please heed the followmg hints from your fellow University students.

••

-Wear shirts exposing your mid-drift if you have a gut
- Wear stockings with sandals
- Wear black stockings with while shoes
- Show the world your stretch marks
- Wear booty shorts if your have more 1han your share of butt
- Dress like you're in somebody's Miami bass video
- lry to impersonate Mary J. Blige ( Lhat hair color is not for all)
- Wear thigll-hi's if you have too much, too li ttle thigh
• Dress alike no matter how much y' all look alike
•
- Over accessorize, or you may be sued for blinding people

SISTAS
DO:
-Lotion your legs before you leave your room

- Shave under your arms (please)!f!! ! !!!! !! !! !
- Shave your legs (let Beast s1ay with the XMen) •
- Wear deodorant
-Keep your feet 'proper' if you are going to
wear sandals
- Wear lipstick that matches your skin; not you
- Wear a black bra with white and see-through

shirts

- Onl(t wear clothing made for people of your
magnitude! !. !!!

BROTHAS
DO:
-Keep your hair cut

/
- Listen to the weather report before you leave your house
- Keep your finger nails cleaned and cut

DON'T:
- Wear shorts if your legs are not becoming

- Sport gold teeth or Jheri..[:urls
- Leave your crib with a doo-rag on your head
·
- Wear socks up to your knees (even if you are a "local")
- Wear the soclcs with the stripes, ever
- W= layers of clothes or boots in 80 degree weather
- Wear sandals; they're not for everybody (ask the disciples)
- Wear muscle shirts if you are built like Erkel, or Big E. Smalls
- Wear pants hanging off your butt ·

are looking to have sex with the first ugly brother with a gold tooth that

ml".~ctwns
.
~~
By Jaymes Powell
You may not i e t. e way women
dress, but

otta res ect it

Mini-skirts, halter tops and booty shorts. Oh, my! When the weather
ts warm Howard Uni versity can resemble a peep show. Women take

opport~nity to dress a till le sexier, and more often than not, Lhat means
ore revealing.
.
When women start dressing sexier, a lot of men sta~ _ac:tJ_ng more ~tu'd. Some men 1hinkjus1 because a women has o_n a ,rum-skirt, that give.,
m permission to say anything or touch anythtn~ they want
The men who do the grabbing and cat-calhng Lh1nk by wearmg revealg clothing. women want to be_hara~sed. Just because a woman shows
ff her body does nor mean she 1s askmg to be fondled. She may be askg to be stared at, but definitely not grabbed.
.
.
When tJ1e temperature goes up, and women start showm~ offthe1r bod_ __....'-, they are doing it 10 get admired. It does not necessanly mean they

can utter the phrase, " Girl, I could put you on a plate and sop you up with
a biscuit."
Even with booty shorts on, women still want to be respected. Also.just
because a woman is dressed scantily does not mean she is a "ho,'' "slut,"
or a "freak" (not that there is anything wrong with being a ho, slut, or
freak).
Women that dress in short skirts still should be respected as ladies. They
are simply showing off a body they are proud of. After all, "if you've got
it, !!aunt it."
That brings up another point Not every girl has it. Bveryone should
feel a certain pride about themselves. Some people have nice eyes. Some
people have nice smiles. However, not everyone has a nice behind.
There are just some girls who do not need to accentuate their gluteus
maximus.
This should not be taken offensively, but just as some men can not wear
tank tops, some women should not wear spandex.
rn the upcoming summer months, everyone wants to dress a little cooler and more comfortably. People also want to look nice. All of us can take
advantage of Lhe warm weather to show off nice parts of their bodies.
Women with nice necks can wear a choker collar. Women with pretty
feet can wear sandals. Women with pretty faces should put their hair up.
If someone bas a nice stomach, then she could wear a cut-off T-shirt.
All of this is just to say there are ways to show yourself off without
looking foolish.

Getting back to the main point, there is nothing wrong with women
wearing revealing clothing. lt's nor just men who should be respectful of
scantily clad females, but women as well.
Far 100 often I hear women put down one of their own for dressing a
certain way. Women should respect Lheir sisters' right 10 wear what they
want
After all, what is the point of talking about lhe way another woman is
dressed. When one female calls another female a"'hoochie" or a "tramp"
because of her outfit. l get the feeling it is done out of jealously or insecurity.
The other day, I heard a girl s8)\ "Look at her weai·ing those tight booty
shorts, trying to get somebody's man."
Was she concerned she would get her man taken? Women should have
more confidence in themselves, and not try to make themselves feel better by taking away from others.
Women should be the first ones to defend a sister's wardrobe and the
last one to attack her because of it.
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Coors to UGSA
''Black people do not have the intellectual
capacity to succeed and its drivin~ them down
the tubes. "
-Joseph Coors, Chairman
Coors Corp.
Saturday, the UndergI•aduate Student
Assembly (UGSA) held its annual Black Arts
Festival picnic .. The affair, usually the
culmination of the week-long event, revolved
around the theme, "Rediscovery of Our Heritage."
Apparently, the members of ·UGSA have
yet to discover their "heritage." In their
quest to quench the thirst of several hundred
students, the high command of UGSA decided to throw "heritage" out the window
and allow Coors Beer to sell their product to
Howard students.
Allowing Coors Beer to enter Howard's
gate was a direct slap in the face of those at
Howard who have sought to keep them off
campus. For instance, this year's Hpmecoming Committe.e refused Coor's offer to underwrite the cost of Homecoming. ~oreover,
the basketball team refused 10 enter a tournament sponsored by Coors. In fact, every self-

l

r

You have finally made it to the end of the
;pring semester of your undergraduate senior
year. Your classification: "Prospective
'Jraduate. · · Now the real work and frustration
tJegms.
Howard graduating seniors must have satsfied all academic requirements by last
Wednesday and today all grades must be subm.itted to the Registrar's Office. It sounds
lUite simple. however. most instructors re•
lUire that prospective graduates, like all other
audents, take final examinations. The probem with this is that the prospective graduate
nust go from instructor to instructor to scheJule a time to take his final exams. The whole
1roblem is exacerbated because of conflicting
;chedules of instructors and students.
vloreover, regular classes are still in session
luring the week of senior finals.
For instance. one prospective graduate
·ecently took a final along with five other
;eniors in the cramped office of an instructor
Nho was unable to find sui table classroom
;pace. Because other professors share this
nstructor's office. he was forced to take a
inal while the other instructors in the office
Nere conducting general business. Needless

•

•

to say. this was not a suitable exam envi ronment.
The University should set up a senior final
schedule similar to the one already established for regular classes. This would resolve any problems of conflicting schedules
and allow seniors to take exams free of hassle.
The stakes are far too high for prospective
graduates to be forced to. create imprope r exam schedules in lieu of an orderly system of
administering finals.
Another alternative could be 10 hold
graduation one week after all finals are taken.
Seniors could take finals with other students
at their regularly scheduled time and instructors would be directed to grad.: senior
examinations first and post final course
grades for seniors immediately. The Office of
the Registrar would have a week 10 process
the grades and seniors would be ab le to com•
plcte the full semester.
As it stands now. seniors endure a most
inconvenient process. How. under these circumstances can they do their best? Is Howard
doing its best to ensure their success? We
think not!

~etters to the Editor

I

as much or the corporate experience
as possible. Our program lacks exposure 10 the corpora1e environmem.
corporate culture. and plain business
thinking. Graduating studenls are not
prepared 10 face this corporate environment. There is a need for a
forum that will allow students to engage in an exchange or ideas and
1hough1s with corporate America in
order 1ha1 we reach a higher level of
understanding in this area. No longer
can we concen1rate our effons on
course work alone.
From 1983 to 1985 Florida A&M·s
SBI has had the chairmen or Dean
Witter Reynolds, Della. American
Airlines. G.M .. I.B.M .. Johnson and
Johnson. Arthur Anderson. 3M.
R.C.A.. Alcoa. Dupont. Pepsico.
Dun & Bradstree1. Touche Ross.
A.T.&T .. Dow Chemical. Hewlell
Packard and Price Waterhouse and
Company speak to their studem body.
The Florida Board of Regents repons
that the average '· graduating s1udents
receive three 10 ten offers (for employment)." In the past three years
1he school has been written up in bo1h
Fortune and Newsweek and the
school has raised in excess of $2.5
million for scholarships to SBI lls
1here any wonder why these s1udents
receive all of the job offers that they
do?]. Howard 's SBPA without a
doubt is behind the times.
To sum things up Howard's School
or Business is lying dormam while a
school in Tallahassee. Florida with
hair of the studem enrollment is making national news. Dr. Mobley has
been successful in marketing her
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·The Coca-Cola challenge
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After attending a provocaiive and
enlightening anii-apartheid conference sponsered by HUSA and the
Pan-African Socialist Party a few
weeks ago (that was sparsely
attended, of course). I was inspired 10
attempt a "litmus test" on some of
my fellow Howardites. I decided to
posI a sign very near a Coca-Cola
machine in Sutton Plaza tha1 read.
"What' s Keeping Brothers and Sisters in South Africa in Slavery? Coke
Is Ir! (Boycott or just rationalize while
they suffer." Alon![ wil)l the siin,. I
posted information (historical and
statistical documenting the barbaric
and dehumanizing mentality and
deeds done against the Black Sou1h
Africans (Azanians) by the oppressive apartheid .regime and
some 300 plus American corporations who are subsidi1ing 1he genocide as partners in cri:ne. My intent
with these signs was to probe into the
hearts and intellects of some of my
fellow colleagues, challenging them
to understand the effects or their
capital (50¢ for a Coke in this instance) in continuing to suppon such
a racist govemmen1. I simply wamed
Howard s1udents to make use of the
analyt ical ski lls that an education
from .. the Mecca.. is "supposed" 10
provide them with . However. they
mos1 miserably failed! And in the
lighl of the fact of this most recent
"Coors Beer.. incident, students are
continuing to fail again and again.
The lights on the Coke machine that
means it's empty are glowing brightly. while the ray of hope for our South
African brothers and sisters barely
flickers.
So. what am I saying? Boycott every American corporation tha1 invests
in South Africa? If you do that, you'll
be hungry. naked. smelly. out on the
street, have no 1ranspona1ion. no
money (skip the having somewhrre 10
pu1 it). and have no friends. So, no.
that notion itselr is almost asinine!
Many of these American co nglomerates such as Mobil oil .(with
426 million dollars in South African
investments). Citicorp {with 1.4 billion in investme nts), and General

suppon on the yard for the struggtr1 cont
South Africa, students have jUSlllle c1sad
on with their picnics and partJci 11' ,11. w.
though !he yard has been con~.-into "Capsione Beach... But, Jlr·
sonally, I think !hat a good mamy"
of Howard srudents have betll i..
chin' long enough! It's time todedri
that the party is over. put lhe piclit
baskets away, and Io redirtet oar
energies toward !he liberation ci oar
people. However, the pitiful sJiaar
of it it is that Howard students (lo
matter how much "lip service"dlci
)l
lend toward the brothers and si!lalia ihe
South Africa), fall deadly silentwb, reac
its time to protest (maybe beca111Cdic
T
"box" is up too loud). while die lieu
white .. liberals" of Columbia U..
hi s
versiiy take on the Black sllllb!s'
battle by threatening to fo~ Qi.
T
umbia University's administnlicu len1
a standstill if it refuses to diYCI ii W H
Soulh Africa. Now, I'm not s.ugp.
T
ing we storm the A-building )'ti.lilt me
at least have enough integrity !0111!1 de r
a Jin.le biI of caffeine (Coke) or111y tio r
"brewsky" (Coors) Io begin toiqi!, gre:
ter our vehement opposition 10 SolJi
C
African investments. It is time lllll anc
Howard students first liberate dmt 1im
selves from the bonds of social 11d an c
political ignorance, "sell• anc
deterministic" arrogance. and Ill)'
F
other "bourgeoise.. nuances, and cip
reassen and rededicate themselvtSitl wh
the struggle of our people globally. v
Let's bump the "Buppie," "Clar· du ,
ence Pendleton-Joseph Perkins"
L
men1ality and launch a campaign
against those who dare use our dollar nel
to strangle and exploit "us" in South ', dee
Africa. The choice is left up to those tov
or conscience. Howard needs to like ity.
the Coke (and Pepsi) challenge, a:d
\
challenge either of them 10 pcollc TrL
their oppression in our donns tll
~
buildings. Of course, forthose oh1 ma
who would ra1her not get "m~ w h
up" ina "nasty protest," andWUID , ,
invest their 50¢ in the bloodied•
vends in "apan-hate .. (and "apanevil", and "apan-diabolical.'' e11 ~
guess what? "Coke Is fl! ..
Todd C. Shaw
Progress and Undtrs,-,

-Motors (with 246 million dollars in
investments) undergird American
capitalism and subsequently_the
American and Black American
economies. Therefore we all agree
thatthe "services" such corporations
provide (like the Howard University
IBM Computer system) must be
tolerated no matter that these man•
iacal capita.lists are oiling the wheels
of their industries with "blood
money." But there' s one thing that
doesn't have to be tolerated. As a
matter of fact, there's one corporation
in particular whose product I could
live without my entire life. Coke Is
Ir! Coca-Cola: Dr. Pepper. Fanta,
Seven-up whatever, I could get my
gas elsewhere. So, 'n.,y am I singling
out Coca-Cola? There are two rea•
sons in particular. and these reasons
should be used in a larger paradigm
for all South African investors:
I.) Coca-Cola has no redeeming social value. It is not necessary for the
life fiber of our communities nor
toward the education of our children.
thus it is vinually wonhless. 2) CocaCola, a few years back was charged
with many discrimination suits con1ending that it had vast investments in
the Black community. and few
Blacks actually determining the nature of those investments . All in aJI.
Coca-Cola offers enormously less 10
the Black community than the Black
commun ity gives to Coca-Cola.
Therefore, am I suggesting we try and
pu1 Coca-Cola out of business? Let's
not be silly. But we can show them
that we mean business. a, well as
. demonstrating to the country that we
are one. and that injustice against any
of us is detrimental to all of us. And
we ain't standing for it!
The failure or Howard students 10
understand the need for protest all
serves as a reminder that the same
"laissez-faire." bourgie attitude that
has permeated and saturated the pysches or every "Tom", "Biff', and
"Muffie" or White America, has
now infiltrated and placated the
hearts and intellects of Howard students. Despite the cominuous effons
of HUSA and others to actively rally

Forgotten treasure

When I came 10 Howard University, in the spring or ·81 , the first
place I visited was Founders Library.
Indeed, for a new student it was not
simply the right thing 10 do, but definilely the appropriate place to visi1.
For the library of a university is. beside its faculty, the repository of i1s
intellectual wealth; and it is that
school and the school's gradua1es as weallh that nunured thousands of stu•
"blue-chip" picks. To ensure her dents before me and 1ha1 shall nunure
school's success Mobley nies around thousands more after I leave.
the country recruiting bo1h facully
As I en1ered the doors, I felt eager
and s1uden1s. Those students ad- 10 discover a symbol or a clue that
milled to her program rank in at least would give me a sense or what it
the 69th percentile nationwide on the meant to be educated at Howard, and
SWAT. and once they are there. are would indicate the direction that I
put.through a .. proressional develop- should follow in pursuing my educament'' program as opposed to a lradi- tion here. In shon, I was in search of
tional business program. Howard's the legacy that I was to be a part of.
School of Business must do al least and conlribute to.
Once inside the library I saw 1he
three things: I) Raise the requirements 10 both enter and exit our Howard Universi1y Mu seum and
school: 2) Develop creative programs curiously went in. Prominantly dis•
that give us a beller understanding of played at the entrance was a poster
the real business world: and 3) Our depicting a black slave, hatchet in
school must be marketed nationally to hand, escaping with a woman, and
being chased by a pack or dogs. That
corporate America.
hatchet in his hands and the fury in his
eyes indica1ed an indomi1able spirit
I hope that through this letter stu- willing 10 risk all for freedom. In the
dents will begin to see that 1hings are adjoining room were African cultural
not as .. nice" as we have been led to artifacts, symbols of a people very
believe and tha: the faculty and ad- much in control of their own process
ministration may be inspired to bri~g ·of self-definition through anistic exHoward's School or Business to its pressions. And still in another room
rightful position as the premiere were displayed in an enclosed case
Black business school in 1he nation. the spectacles and a notebook ofFredLe1 us as students of business work crick Douglass. The sight of the
with bolh the faculty and administra- spectacles and the notebook of that
lion in attempting 10 make our school great man was, to me, symbolic of the
what we claim it already is. I encour- great potential inherent in the fusion
age our students not 10 allow 1he proc- of the mind (lo read) and hands (to
ess of change to stop at the exterior of write), in the process of seHthe School of Business. Now is the cultivation. A process in which I was
time to work on the inside out. I look about 10 be engaged.
forward to next year being a year of
The brief walk through the exhibits
change for 1he beuer.
of 1his small museum was, in a way, a
Dou1dass P. Selby
personal review of the odyssey and
SBPA Student Council present predicament of all people of
President Elect
African descent . And it was there that

Minding our business

In 1he fall or 1984 1he s1uden1s of
, , business on this campus re1umed 10
;chool to find a stunning. modem and
well-equipped $13 million focili1y
: ailed the School or Business and
Put,lic Adminis1ra1ion. However. in
;pite or 1he cosme1ic change in 1he
, ;chool. we arc sti ll plagued wi1h a
:otal academic program 1ha1 leaves
much to be desired.
11
In trying 10 understand what siatc
)Ur school is actually in. I ialked wilh
111 factions. the s1uden1s. faculty and
he administration.
The majority of the s1uden1s at HoNard 's School of Business arc 001
Juslied to excel!. There are courses
·hat prove 10 be challeneine. bul the
· iverwhelming majority are not. In
he 'May 24, 1982 Newsweek anicle
:hat compares Florida A&M's busi1ess program 10 tha1 of Harvard's.
Dr. Sybil Mobley. dean or Florida
l\&M's School of Business and In•
Justry. repons the foelings of com>anies toward most college grads that
hey recruit. The sentimen1 of these
companies is that "While college
audents usually possessed the techni:al competence to perform entryevel work. they frequently lacked the
9 liscipline and aggressiveness 1ha1 are
-cquired for superior achievemem. · · I
, 1uole this article 10 make two points:
I) If Howard's School of Business is
M o anain a reputation for producing
11
ruly competitive gradua1es it mus1
I rain stude_nts beyond the poim of be1' ! ng able to perform entry- level func•
ions. 2) Secondly, our program
lceds to incorporate within it some
, neans of allowing our s1udcn1s to feel

'
I

•\ fEA ,

respecting campus organization that has received offers from Coors-and there have
been many-has flatly refused its services.
But UGSA could not muster up the courage to
say no.
The question now is why would a Black
organization support a firm whose chairman
said that Blacks are intellectually inferior?
Did Coors secretly underwrite some of the
costs for the cash-strapped UGSA? Perhaps
1
the orgariiza11on agrees with Mr. Coor's state•
ment about Blacks. If they do, they will sure•
ly be among the first to go down the tubes.
No doubt Coors' public relations officials
have snapshots of H.oward students basking in
the sun and gulping down cups of Coors beer.
Coors officials may also be wondering how a
BlaciE educational institution could lend free
publicity to a racist firm. We at The Hilltop
wonder also.
So, as Coors expands its market 10 the
Washington area, they can rest assured that as
long as Howard has dim-witted student government officials. they will have a place at
"the Mecca."
·'Coors to you UGSA!"

Senior plight

~ov

l LAY'
· MEW

I became aware of tha1 legacy. It was,
and s1ill is, a legacy of defiance that
revealed itself in the unrelenting pursuit 1oward in1ellecrual development,
personal freedom and social liberation for all against all odds and obstacles: From freedom on the African
continent lo slavery in the Americas,
and then 10 1he valiant effons of
countless men and women--as personified in the lifo of Douglass--10
reclaim that freedom in their new environmenl.
Imbued with lhis new sense of purpose, I began my s1udies. It soon
dawned upon me that the continuation or a legacy is more ihan tb be a
part of an insti1u1ion of historical significance. and cenainly more than the
memorization or 1idbits or biographical data about past leaders and of

Edito r-in-Chief
Henry Boyd Hall
Managing Editor

Jan A. Buckner

events. But it is an active t'omlil·

ment in thought and deeds to defy all
contrary social expec1a1ions 1o.l
political obstacles in the process ii
individual and collective sell•
realization. Such a process in,-olm
the act of rediscovering, tha1 of coonecting, and lastly that of crcaung.
These three acts are the triad of libcn·
tion a.nd 1he very pillars of 1he lepcy
of defiance.
Douglass· last words of advice to ,
the generation that succeeded him
were "agitale, agita1e. agi1ate, a&i·
tate." To these I add-in addressiq.
the generati on that I belong ttrediscovcr, connect and crelle, Ill)
shon, defy!
Serge D. Elif
Senior
Sociology
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Pledges Action

. .
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. Hodaro Alo
. · · · · ·······William Scott
· · · · · · • _,Dem~tri?us Powers
· · · · ._S_hiba (V1kk1 Freeman I
· · · T1t1layo (Yvonne Horne)
· · · · · · · • • • Paulette Stevens
. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · Ro_y Betts
· · · · · · · · , · · ...Calvin Reid
· · · · • · • · · · Kadalleh Kahfre
· · · · · · · · · · .... Eric Eaton
J
• · ·: · • · · • · • • · • • · · • • · · • • • .. • • . •..•.. Lindsey Williams
if _HILLTOP IS a student-operated weekly publication of the Howard'
;,s,IY stu~nt l>ody • It offers general advertising and welcomes
1 Jill"W"· ~•!her letters or articles, consistent with production
. lnqu,roes should be directed to'the office at 2215 4th S treet,
0
s on the Howard Cam pu,. Phone No. 636-6868.

Dear Editor
I'm a Black man, incarcerated
out here in California. I'm
making a mass effort at
li berating myself from the
oppressions of !onliness. So I'm
hoping you will print my letter
in you r paper in view of
concerned brothers and sisters
who dO have some degree of
u nderstanding towards the
imPOrtancy of communicating
with the OU tside.

ll, r - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - --

economics. but it was really a

7~~,

C

tll7~~

1

r

r

when 1he school year is about 10 end, it seems as though

ltvel of studen1 awareness and ac1ivi1y on campus has

~.

its highest level.
e be sure. King Apathy has re igned al Howard wilh li ul e dif~ , depending on ignorance and frivolous diversions 10 k eep
• sub1ec1s complacent.
•· e were e xception s this year. Remember th e student ch~ lal the med ical and dentistry schools? Remember 1he
R s1ud e nl involve ment s ituation ?
n also there have been groups like the February 1 s t Move•
L 1he Organiza tion of African S tu dents, the Ethiopian Stu·
Unio n, ROOTS, Ubiquity, the Nationa l Black CommunicaSociely and o th ers, that have worked l o bring about pro•
•'! ·e change al thi s in s titution.
r challenge al this point, for those of us who are re1urning,
"''" those of u s going 10 other arenas of s truggle. lo con·
10 struggle, lo nurture and intensify progressive 1h o u gh1
1Cl1on Too often st udent concern is lost i n the wmmer s}'n
run
m our end, please know that THE HILLTOP stands in prin•
suppori of the type of unified and conscious action
n h the H o ward student body took Wednesday.
,1h this, the last paper of the school yea r and the firs1 pro·
by a n e w s taff, res t assured that th e best is yet 10 come.
k forward 10 a b o ld and i n novative publica tio n_o n campus
year, which will be the product of a hard -working stall
~ ated 10 d isseminating news and informa ti o n geared
e 1,ds the survival and advancement of th e Howard Commun·
e .ind thus towards Black and oppressed people.
d e sincerely believe that "Black Journalism 1s a Searc h for th e
," and that "The T ruth Shall Set You Free."
you survive you r finals, may your summer bP productive,
peace be wilh you, and above all, may you remember th ose
ue less roriu nate than yourself.
o ours In The St ruggle,

I,

ow that the election has e nded, the s truggle fo r effective
ership has once again been brought to a close. The c_a~issues were broad which touched upon such sens11,ve
flrovcrsial subjects as ~uition inc rease and Dr. Welsing's pos·

lit dismissal.

,
ose defeated in the _e lec tion are of co urse disappointed, but
without probable cau se. The elections were very un~rg~nNo one was really sure of when th e actual campaigning
~ Id begin nor of the rules governing the campa ign. During
elections the candidates expressed dissatisfaction over the
of publ1city by the elections Committee.
n election day, no one was really sure of where th ey c ould
, nor of exactly who they could vote for. As a con~equence,
the elec tions, some candidates filed for a heanng.
ere does the res ponsibility lie?
.
o one wil l claim the responsibility for perhaps an unfair elec·
but it was definitely s omeone's res ponsibility. Members of .
Elections Committee s ay that it wasn't their faul; because
w ere asked late by HUSA to o~anize the ele_c tions. HUSA
that they were give n enough ttme to organize.
.
ell, there is one thing _that w e have all learned_ from this
nized and possibly unfair election and that ts that . the
HUSA president must plan ahead to insu re a well organized
fair election. For it's his responsibility t hat he must not take

e

~

'd

Our best wishes to the new HUSA pres, ent.

Lonely Inmate

I'm here

ma tter

of

for

Brothers & Sisters:

a crime of

su rv ival

in

a

capitalistic society.
I'm 25 years old - brown
eyes - black afro - heavy build
- medium brown complexion birth sign: Aries (4- 15 -50) .
I' m hoping that at least one
person will take a few moments
o f their ttmc to share with a
brother who is forced to live in
prison for committing a crime

that was far less severe as the
many committed by "Tricky
Dick".
Bernard Hamilton
P.0 1 Box B48300
C.T. F, North
Soledad. California 93960

Poli· Sci Cracks
Down On Fraud
The Political Science Depa<1ment
has embarked o n a campaign to stop
the growing problem of p lagiarism
and f raud among 11s sl\Jdent
popula t ion. The Department's
Geievance Committee whose primary
purpose is lo " e xamine cases
i nv, olv ,ng confl i c t and
misunderstanding between p ro fe ssors
and students'' recently h andled two
cases involving fraud.
One case was brou!#>t before the
Committee at the request of the
professor , and the other at the
request o f a studen t. The two cases
we re similar in the sense that two
students submitted identical term
papers to the same professor in the
$ame class during the same semester.
However, the two differ in Other
res pects. The objective of the
Committee was above all to establish
wha t actually happened in both cases
and on the bases of the facts to make
the appropriate recommendations.
The f i rst case involved two
graduate students. It wa.s established
that one of the students, withou't the
knowledge of the original author, got
hold o f the paper and copied almost
verbatim and submitted it t o the
professor teaching the same course.
The professor immediately spotted
the similarity, and the matter of
course, was referred to the Grievance
Committee.
Alter carefully putting the pieces
toget he r, the Committee
recommended that the culprit should
be given an "F" in the course and
that the original author should not
be held responsib le for what
happened, and that he should receive
the grade in keeping with his
academic performance in the class.
The second case involved two
undergraduate students. Uncovering
the truth here involved a more
complex and painstaking comparison
by the two texts. It was established
in the end that one of the students
was the original author of th e paper
but that he had used h is own paper
on an a l most identical topic
submitted last year to another
professor.
It was established that another
student had copied the original paper
before the paper was corrected last
year by the professor. Purely by
coincidence the culprit in this case
copied t he paper and submitted it to
the professor without realizing or
expecting that the original author
would use the same paper as the
bases for h is report. As in the other
case the professor immediately
spotted the similaritY and gave failing
grades to both stude~ts. The original
auth'o r of the paper brou!#>t the case
before the Geievance Committee
which, after establishing the facts,
recommended that the failing grade
given the cheater should stay, but
that the orig i nal author's
performance should be reconsidered,
and the grade adjusted in the light of
what was uncovered.
Plagiarism has reached such a
point In the Department that
professors are now spending a great,
deal of their time in the libraries
checking out various sources cited by
students as supportive materials. "A
·word to the wise" is usually·
sufficient.
Submitted by the Department
of Political Science

First of all, I would like to thank
you for th is vote of confidence. and
to thank all o f those who worked
dilligently with the campaign. And a
special thanks to my campaign
manager, Donald Temple.
I would like to say at this time
that I will not shirk the responsibility
that I have before me. As I said
during th e campaign, I want each and
every student to ho ld me
accountable to service. dedicatio n,
and commi tment to our rights and
welfare. For without question, I will
hold you accountable for your part
in making HUSA what it should be
and what it m ust be. The stage is set
and we must all carry Howard from
where it sleeps now to its place in
awakening.
I would like to thank all those
people who made it possible for me
to assume this responsibility. The
names a re too numerous to mention
here, and I will give personal thanks
to all those concerned. We all know
that the tr ue reward for service and
accomplishment lies not in public
r ecogn it io n, b ut i n t he
self-satisfaction of a job well done.
Again, thank you.
Earl Ferguson
President Elect,' Howard
Un iversity Student Association

Law School Elections
Dear Editor,
In an article enti tled "Schools
Elect Student Councils." in the April
18th issue of the Hilltop you
informed t he Student Body of recent
elections in the Schoo ls ol Oenistry
and Business. The SChool of Law
also had a recen t el~ction wherein
the studen t body elected next year's
Student Bar Association. however,
our elections did not receive
coverage.
ln all probability the o mission of
our elections was an oversight. I
se,iously doubt that the Hilltop
would purposefull y exc lu de
occurrence of such e xt re me
importance to the Law School and
the entire Un iversity.
Although the Law School has
been physically removed from main
campus. I assure you that we have
not lost sight of the fact that our fate
remains inextricably bound to the
entire University. When a member of
a fam ily moves away from home,
they remain, nevertheless, members
of the family.
The greatness of an instltution is
in direct proporation to .the cohesion
of its many elements.· The Hi lltop
plays an esse ntial function in
bringing about a nd maintaining that
the Hilltop increase its coverage o f
news worthy events at the Law
School .
'
In conclusion. we at the Law
School are trained legal technicians.
As s uch , we can p r ovide an
i nva l uabl e impact t o student
activities throughout the institution.
So that we are, I, li tt. next year's
electe<;I officers. .
Gre gory McConnell. Presiden t
SBA
Camilla Aings, Vi~ President SBA
Jenice R. Golsop, Secretary SBA
Chris Driver, Treasurer SBA

In These Changing Times
I
ly Don•ld T~mple
Hilltop (,ufi \\rntp,,

Since I'm leaving Howard this

May, these iollowing words will
be, the last words shared with
you_ as far as this particular
vehicle, "In These Changing
Times," is concerned. Before I
continue, I take this opponunity
to duly thank and express my
appreciation to the Hilltop
Editors and the Hilltop radership
who tolerated m"t( column
th roughout the past school year.
Upon leaving I must say that
my experience here at Howard
has taught me many things and
in the process it has given my
many rewards. Unfortunately,
some of the things that I've
learned I should have been
advised of either my first or
second se m est ers hwere,
however, th e academic system
here doesn't operate on that
level of concern. Therefore. I
hope to ta ke the following
words maybe to leave a little
advice to those in the upcoming
classes, congr a•ulate those
gradua:ing, and lastly express
my fe elings about thi s
university.
· During my stay here at
Howard l have learned that there
is a time an d place for
everything. This is the most
important lesson that I've
learned and am still learning.
One of the reasons why is
because being on time and
timely at the same t ime suggests
d iscipline. Here, one thingmany
of us lack is discipline and
therefore we often shuck and
jive and we end up involved in a
lot of untimely and unnecessary
situati ons.
Many people come and go
here, some just to get an
education, others for d ifferent
reasons. To many it i.s just
another college, another campus.
just a few more buildings. To me
it has been a little more than just
another college campus or just a
few more buildings.
To me it has been dilferent
and the experiences that I have
enjoyed here, good and bad,
happy and sad, have given me a
love for this school and the
students. of this university.
I
agree that we have
problems, probably at this very
mi nut e I agree t hat at t imes the

Thank You
Dear Hodari :

Sincerely submitted,

Sincerely,
Patti Grace
Director

News Analysis

U.S. Evacuates Vietnam
By Titil•yo H orne
H1lh<>1> N('wS (d11o r

The Ford administration and
the Congr~ss pretty much agree
that the Saigon regime is its last
stages of collapse. Now, their
wrangle is the scope and nature
of evacuation.
On April 10th Ford asked fo r
congressional clatification on
troop use I t
eva c uate
Vietnamese persons. Now, m0$t
of the 1 seve o th f leet and
thousands of r · · ,es ~re in the
area o f the So•
:bina Sea.
Both th~
., and Senate
have delaye,
, ;•' action on
proposals ti'>
,1 m illions of
dollars fo r
~a,.<la tion and
humanitariar)'' ai,1 to Saigon by
April 22nd .. '.' TM ·'White Hou,e
says only aboutJ 500 Americans
will remain in "vietnam. U.S.
Ambassador .Graham Martin will
be among those to leave.
The administration indicates
it wants to pull out about
130,000 Vietnamese but there's
not much sympathy on Capitol
Hill for such action. Most
oongressmen view it as involving
the use .of thousands · of

Brothers and sisters, in these
changing times. a m ind is •
terrible thing to waste, and w,
don't have much time to dig
where we are really coming
from. May peace and happineu
forever go with you .

Bas i cally , what I am
suggesting is that there is a timt
fo r everything: smoking herb,
dr i nking w i n e , study ing,
napping, going to the theatre,
cursing, and respecting.
Establ ishing an orderly
discipline is not an easy task.
However. in adding that Howard
University has endless benefits
to offer beyond our daily
frustr3tions and complicatio ns,
it would surely be senseless and
ridicurous to experience four
years here and learn nothing
from our experiences. I mus:1
admit too that you can learn as
much out of the books as you
can in the books, My last
suggestion is that we students,
loca l, national, and international
need to begin checking out each
other. Many of us may not
accept it but we all have a lot in
common. Shar in g that
knowledge of each other and
learning about each other is
called friendship, one of the
most valuable treasures that can
be found in this u niversity.
Secondly, I would like to
congratulate all those brothers
and sisters who have endured the
tria ls and trib ul at i ons ol
a ca demi c c h allenges a nd
administra tiv e ha ssle s.
CON~RATULATIONSI Yo'!I '
owe 1t to yourself t o the max.
By the way, dOn't forget to
support the school when you
leave so that some others maybe
not as fo rtunate, will be able to
enjoy the same experience.

Rising Costs

I

J
J note to say thank you very
muc. !Qr the excellent write-up of
the lliAO convention workshops that
we conducted. I personally feel very
good ..ibou t the commitment you
demoostrate to qualitY reporting and
report ing that is relevant.
It was good to have you at t he
corwention, and to witness how
much you took advantage of the
resources available there. The people
I talked with were most impressed
with the initiative you demonstrated
and your abili tY to get answers to
questions you were seeking.
The Hilltop could not have made
a better choice.

Gregory R. McConnell
President SBA 1975-76

food is poor and at times too
high and that the library ;,
shabby and inefficient. I believt
t h at emphasis is being placed oo
the fut u re o f professlon11
schools. However, I suggest that
if one could look beyond wh,i
the eyes see, sort of in between
the lines and visualize what tht
mind experie nces and the hean
feels, beyond the daily hassle.
and th e few tr ia ls and
tribulations, one would agre,
often going here for three 0r
four years that he too can lov,
Howard. Graduation Day will be
a testification .

Amer ican tr oops who will
perhaps have to fight the fearless
Vietcong and the panicking
outraged remnants of the Thieu ·
regime.
At a rules committee meeting
on Monday. Cong res~man
Andrew Young noted that if
Thieu could get h is gold out, he
shou)d have been able to ta ke his
lackeys also.
Congressman Ronald Dellum,
flatly opposed any troop use for
withdrawal.
To add to all of this, Coni,ess
is stuck between doi ng
something that might "save
face" a nd a deep fear of any
troop involvement. Many feel
that Ford could have pulled out
Americans earlier.
It is likely that some money
will be given up for evaci.Jation
but with "very stringent
controls" as echoed by
Congressman Charles Diggs.
The big man on the HIii is
anx iously seeking some sort of
negotiated settlement. The
question is, " What is there In
Saigon to negbtiate1°

There are basically two reasons
fo r the rising cost of education at
Howard UniversitY :
1. Higher prices
2. Ine ff i cient use of fi xed
resources (i.e. budget)
We have very little control over
inflation in the form of rising prices.
But we can exercise some control
over t h e impact of inflation throu!ft
sound economic planning via the
efficient use and combination of all
un1Versity . resource$.
I ne universi t y is run very
inefficie ntly at many (and pos.sibly
aJI) levels of operations. We, as
students; pay a price for education; a
rising price due not only to inflation,
but also in efficiency. Then the
universilY expects the students not
only to pay for these rising prices in
the form of higher 11.Jition cost, but
also to pay for their poor economic
planning (via inefficiency(. Where are
the economist at Howard
(Economics Department) when it
comes ~to economic planning and
development at this instiwtion. With
no in put from these so called
economists you can imagine what
their do ing 'for the Black(sl
community in terms of economic
planning. As a matter of fact, what
are they doing for their own
department. In a department of
economists, this department is
probably the most inefficiently run.
Sy Howard raising the price of
tuition, it is not only participating
but also adding lo· the problems of
inflation.
I suggest that we go over to that
department, get those so called
_economists: off their backs and
participate in the economic planning
of their department; their unlversitY;
and their cbmmunitv (i.e. t he Black
community!.
I propose that we as students
refuse to pay 1any more incrnses in
tuition until Howard University's so
called economist review Its budget
and make proposal based on
optimization of desired universllY
objectives subject to existing or
planned budget constraints.
Lou, A. Huff
h.D. Grtdual9 Student
In Economics
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SAF on Academic Freedom
• I

The fallowing edito.rial, written by the Students for Academic
Freedom <SAF) is wholeheartedly endorsed by the HILLTOP.
I

(e<l.)

Academic freedolft is an ideal which is often · spbken of at
Howard, but has not yet been completely realized.
Academic freedom has come gradually to other universities
i i- throughout the country. Students and ~acuities everywh~re. ~re
given more voice in the process of e~1;1cat1on. _How_ard Umveis,ty
is one of the few American universities that 1s still a.Imo.st com' pletely dominated by authoritarian administrators. The w1~hes _of
• students and faculty alike are ignoi·ed when r~l~s are arbitrarily
I made somewhere in the upper ech!!lo~s. Ma?y times we are not told
why or how a rule or policy comes .mto bemg.
. .
.
I
A very good example of the manner in which the admm1strat1on
· \\orks was furnished recently when two of our best instruc~rs,
, both a'ssistant professors were demoted ~ le~turer sta~us. D~motion
in this manner is the first. step to,ward d1sm1ssal and, mdeed m most
1
cases is tantamount to d1sm1ssal.
Those two instructors, Dr. Amy Kleppne1: and. Dr. Daniel Crabb,
are two of our most dedicated and best qualified instructors.. They
11 are two of the few instructors at Howard :vho have shown ~ sin~ere
, interest in the students. They have committed themselves in ~ringing about some of the very changes that we, the students, wish to
bring about. We are sincerely concerned over the treatment they
have received at the hands of the adll!-inistration. The treatment
they have received is indicative of the kind of treatment any faculty
,member who takes an interest in the student is likely_ to encounter.
,This in part explains why we do not have more dedicated faculty
·:members.
.
•
th f
lt ·n that
.
The administration gains by suppressing e acu. Y 1
I·any conflict is removed. We, the students lose because in the fa~~
of intimidation our faculty members cannot freely support then
· · own rights - ~uch less the rights of students.
.
1
In a HILLTOP editorial (March 26, 1966), Dr. Af!!Y Kleppn~i
'was cited as one of the few instructors who is most interested in
·students Commenting on the general lack of faculty support for
I .student ·events and programs, as exemplified by the poor turno~t
,nt the International Coffee Hour, the HILLTOP says that there 1s
1:-: -an, obvious Jack of communication" ~etween stude~ts an? f~culty.
f .'l'he HILLTOP continues to say: Dr. Klepp~e1, cons!de1 ed b~
, .many to be a true and indispensable friend, advisor and instructo,
·to the Howard student body, was, as usual, on hand to greet and
·chat with the students.•
. . .
. .
;
It is indeed a sad state when an administration, in striving
1,, hard to maintain and perpetuate the stattis q1co, will usurp t~e
0
:~cademic freedom of our faculty members. It is sad also that this
u•urpation of academic freedom is extended to the student realm,
•a; is indicated by the refusal of the ~dn:iin~sti:ation to approve
,Progress Awareness' program on the M1ss1ss1pp1 Freedom Demoh
d f •
1cratic Party.
We are not removed from the faculty: If t eY_ are purge 0 1
'assuming that academic freedom does exist on this campus, then
the same fate may be ours.
·
we should indic.a te to the administration, and. Dean ~no":'den
;particularly, that we are concerned about the arbitrary d1sm1ssal
of our instructors.
d · f. d
.
We should impress upon them the. need for a~ emic iee om.
1''
\Ve must prove to them that we. will not permit anyone to_ ~uppress basic freedoms which are cons1dere~ bY_ every s~udent, citizen
and human being in this country as an inahenable right. - not a
, privilege!

I;
I

, lj

I :

I

l•j 1The Hilltop on Academic Freedom
;
"Academic freedom in the United States is in constant jeop•
·ardy, as the McCarthy era should have taught us; like all our cher•
~ lished civil liberties, it can be preserved only at the cost of eternal
~ .vigilance."
·
,
!
The above statement was made by Dr. Amy M. Kleppner, As,·sistant P rofessor of Philosophy, Howard University, in a recent
' Jetter to the editor of the Washington Post.
i
The HILLTOP acquiesces one hundred per cent with the
, J above statement. For this reason, we applaud the efforts of the
,Ways & Means Committee and its au~iliary, Students for Ac?demic
i ·F reedom (SAF), for their concern with the state of academic freedom on our campus.
:
Like SAF, the HILLTOP has 'ascertained the gradual dem~se
of academic freedom. Like SAF, we have also witnessed an awak:ening of the Howard students; an awareness of other areas of in•
J:erest aside from the academe.
Howard students are becoming more sensitive toward the
seemingly arbitrary rules imposed on them.
Today, Howard studenlls are more a'\vai:e and less prone to
, ;'accept, categovically, the rules and policies which obviou~ly cur1' tail their freedom of speech, · thought, criticism, dress, assembly,
. 11 ~tc.
The H ILLTOP is always read y to support any student or
~roup of students whom we heliev are acting in the best interest of
ihe general student body.
~
We feel that the students have, in SAF, a group of individuals
1 , Iinterested in their own welfare and we encourage our readers to
, 'mppol'I: this group, whose ultimate aiim is the betterment of the

,I

r•tl.-e univemty.

HILLTOP

.

.;

Concerning the Elections

A Letter To
The President

Campaign1ng for class and student council officers is now un- Dear Mr. President,
Ify
derway, at full speed, throughout many colleges and schools of the
I was very disturbed by the our
termination of the contract of Sw
University.
Dr. Daniel Crabb, an assistant
We would hope that the students would scrutinize each candi- professor in the Romance Lang.
uages Department, at the end of 1'11'
date carefully. Make sure John Doe is the man you want for this semester. The reason for J.T.&.a:i
the termination of contract was
president or treasurer of your particular student body or class.
that he has not published any I
Listen- to the speeches the candidates deliver. Compare the articles for seven years.
Mr. President, I feel that a •
speeche5; compare the platforms; examine each candidate's past person
who has dedicated hirn.
record. One way of discovering the potential of a candidate is to self to the education of Negro
youths for twelve years deserves IAU
see if he has, in the past, practiced what he is now preaching.
more consideration than is being ~
We might caution our readers to hew.are of cand-idates with alloted him. The intelligence of
t his man indicates that he could I
sitnilar platforms. With a little effort and careful questioning, it have obtained a position at an
is possible to ascertain which aspirant is really sincere and original institution whose greatness ex.
ceeds Howard's.
with his platform.
Howard University has too
few
Crabbs and cannot
The Elections Committee of the College of Liberal Arts de- affordDaniel
A
to lose people like him.
serve commendation for its scheduled debate between aspirants for
Mr. President. I ask you to in.
vestiga.
t e this dismissal and oth.
the office of P resident, LASC.
er dismissals which I have heard
We would hope that this debate is successful; realizing that about. The r easons given seen,
only to be surface reasons.
success depends greatly on the inten~~t shown by student voters.
Respectfully,
We can think of nothing more stimulating (save· the SAF proThomas L. Bennett
re:
The
HILLTOP
gram) than for How,ard students to indicate their interest in camDean Snowden
pus politics by filling Cramton Auditorium on April 27th.
m

,Ju

ytle wish all candidates ·the best of luck in their campaigns.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

r:

CAMPUS CHEST DRIVE ....
Especial good wishes are to be given to the students, who will have
The annual Campus Cheit
the task of choosing the candidate of the highest caliber.
Drive, which is already in prog.
ress, will last through May 10••
This year contributions will go:
to CORE, SNCC, SCLC, NAACP.I
Legal Defense, and Educational:
Fund, World University Serv.:
ice, HU Student Christian Asso-j
The following editorial is reprinted, in toto, from the Spotlite ciation, United Negro College.
Fund, and the Scholarship, Edu- I
'67, sophomore class newsletter.
cation, Defense Fund.
Faculty and staff members are
A November, 1963, issue of the "Grapevine" carried the news urged to donate their monies to
of a tthen) recently passed resolution, a Bill of Student Rights and theh· departmental keymen.
Students may donate through
Responsibilities. The editor of the "Grapevine" then was Mr. theii· co-curric1.1la r organizations
or directly to Mr. Vincent JobJ.S
Geonard F. Butler.
in the Office of Student Life, UnToday, nearly a year and a half later tsic) that resolution iversity Center.
has been seemingly abandoned by the adminstration of l\ilr. Butler,
President of the Liberal Arts Student Council. I n these times of
crises the LASC has rose to the occasion by meeting head on ques•
tions of dire importance. (sic) Questions such as : "What shall
we order from the ' Punchout?" and "Should we keep out of S tu•
dent Council meetings these trouble-makers who elected us?"
A freshman student at a :it- '.
gro
men's college in Atlanta, Ga., ;
Why has this resolution not reached fruition under the present proclaims
the universality of tbe'
student administration ?
current student revolt in a sar- :
donic piece entitled "The Negro :
Could it be because of student apathy? No. I think not ! Revulsion," in the current la.it ;
When the student body has been appraised of the situation, i ts of Tribune, a new Negro magaresponse meets the gravity of ,t he problem. When the student body zine which attempts to invade•
is unable to obtain first hand information ( via attending LASC the opinion and interpretation
field.
meetings) then its response is, at best, ineffectual.
Focusing on a nameless Dean, :

LASC Prexy Goofs?

..

I

Could This
Happen Here ?

( Continued on page 6, col. 5)
Could i t be that Howard University has a recalcitrant admin•
istration, one which would rather fight than make the swith to - - - - - - - -- - - - - - i •
g reater student responsibility and rights?
The Hilltop
N o, far from it! President Nabrit has on numerous occasions indicated that the students should participate more fully in
solving the problems of our campus community. With the right
to participate comes the responsibility to protect it from abuse.
The LASC has a bused its own responsibility by inaction due to
either incapability or inability.
The response to the question as to what the present student
administration has done a bout student vights can be ·answered best
by Mr. Butler. Numerous persons, though nauseated by a "donothing" administration, have replied for him with a reverberating
rebuke.
Is Mr. Butler solely responsible? It is understood - through
the Grapeviine - that Mr. Butler has an extremely heavy academic
load, consisting of m~ny 'lab courses.' If Mr. Butler is intelligent,
as he is alleged to be, s urely he could have reasoned that he could
not have devoted conside rable time to student government. Per•
haps some organization pressured him into running.
What, then, is to b ecome of students' rights? We could
hardly expect an administration whith sought to suppress information to support our interests. Our recourse, then , lies in the resolve that the next administration shall reaffirm a belief in the res•
olution of students· rights and resp onsibilities a nd tha,t ·definite
proposals to insure the righ ts advanced pertaining thereto. The
most important aspect of students' rights lies in the intelligent use
of the b allot b ox. Mr. Butler: you and your h eirs may be able to
close us o ut of your meetings, but you cannot" keep us out of the
voting booth!
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1995 SUM1\1ER SESSION I AND II REGISTRATION
If you are a co~tinuing student and plan to attend the 1995 Howard University Summer Session(s), you must reserve
heour class(es) via Touchtone (DISC) at (202) 806-4537 between April 18, 1995 and May 15, 1995.
~! ummer '95 Registration will also be offered in schools and colleges a s indicated below:

11 y

ay16-May19
une26

Registration for the First Six-Week Session.
Registration for the Second Six-Week Session.

a
rn.

LATE REGISTRATION FOR FAI ,T, 1995 SEl\'IESTER
All continuing students who failed to ·register during General Registration must register in
respective sch ools and colleges during late registration period.
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GRADES
At th e end of each semester, the Office of Records and Registration will mail to Permanent Addresses SEl\'IESTER
GRADES ONLY. Effectively immediately, the production of Cummulative Grade Reports will be discontinued.

.rd
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ADDRESS UPDATE
It is imper ative that all students whose ID numbers appear below report immediately to the Office of Records and
gistration (Administr ation Building, Room 105) t o update address information. Failure t o comply with this request
may result in t he US Postal Service being unable t o deliver to you important information, such as semester grades,
financial aid correspondence, tuition and fees, registration upgrades, etc.
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090417
09048 9
090843
091041
091173
091316
092254
092319
092711
093135
093348
093585
094412
094804
094828
095088
085153
095527
0 9 58 10
096080
0 98171
09828 4
098298
096628
088680
098899
098732
09701 3
097214
097280
097318
097354
097689
097703
097949
098022
098181
098545
098580
098907
098959
099347
099728

100574

100848
100708
100758
100848
100857
1010 17
101088
101306
101674

10 1678
101709
10 1980
102890
103029
103083
103285
103881
103887
103991
1041 19
104437
10484 1
10S005
105131
105175
105511
105527
105548
10S659

10S888
105723
1081 15

LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA

LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
'.A
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LA
LW
LW
LW
LIi
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW

LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
LW
ND

MD
ND

NO
MD
MD
MD
ND
ND
ND
ND

108122
108424
106575
106705
108915 MO
107068 MD
107 152

ND

107298
107328
107679
107745
107892
107939
107941
108085
108 155
108460
108484
109192
109259
110004

110173
110 245
110288
110719
1 108 32

110920
11 1003
111005
11 1352
11 1388
111402
11 1521
11157 5

111752
112794

1 12804
1133 18

113421
113439

113555
11 3 58 3
1138 03
113722
113729
11 3 758
1 13770
113774

113780
113787
1 13789

113830
113831
1 13887
1 13895

1 13 930
1 13941
1 14128
1 14127
114132
114150

114180
114213
114219

114303
1 14476

1 14555
1 14573
1 14815

114687
114898
114745
057572
060548.
0838 35
070749
070921

087755
094048
084184
0961 18
096554
096659
097429
102704
104 102
108443
110585
110593
111800
112135

1 12778
1 13088
1 14288
1 145 1 1

114825
034780
049080
0S5884
068819
083182
083224
084 148
088574
088405
089453
098458
098938
097342
104394

MD
MD
MD

MD
ND
ND
ND
PH
PH
SB
58
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
58
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
S8
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
~ SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
S8
SB
SB
58
SB
SB
SB
SB
S8
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
S8
SB
SB
SB

SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB

10520 1
107437
107463

107473
108858
1 12854
1 13046
068742
082289
03 1357
043481
046214

048458
051103
0514 03
053397
05983 1
061073
061613
061829
063303
083895
063982
0645 31
064718

065298
0857 14

065983
087458
067724
068223
068812
069207
069428
069561
070526
071984
072047

072155
072684
073482
073813
074 198
074420

075028
078028
0765 14

077237
077239
078284
0784 47
079222

079262
079492
079875
079751
081228
081959
082537
082894
082852
083883
084070
08421 1
084880
084887
0 85227
08590 1
088307

08847 1
088499
087042
087238
087508
088172
0 8 8739
089009
088792
090038
090315
090387
090913
09 1318
0 91381
091448
09 1590
091754
091948
092200
092503
092868
092783
083428
093882
09392 1
094 187
094382
094998
095125
095 147
095849
095804
0 98138

SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB

SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB/

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN
SN

0977 11
097745
09814 2
098301
0 98333
0 98932
099 138
100277
100403
100479

100904

101 37 8
101492
101576
10182 6
10 167 5
10 1953
102 008
1022 33
102338
102400
102409
10247 1
10335 1

104001
104 148
104280
104359
104391
104840

105180
10S181

105530
1056 12
105820
.106285

106388
107337
107817

108789
109804

1 10058
1104 91

1 10648

SB

1 10701

SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SC

1 1 1320

11 1520

11 1542
11 181 1
112 351
112408
112428

1 124 58
1126 39
113010
1 13 138
113145

SW
SW
SW

1 13282

SW

113780

SW

SW
SW
SW

11381 1

113813
1 1382 1
1 13844
1 1394 7
1 1458'3

923562
0-3 4148
044449
045513

058781
059725
084 385
088584
088738
08892 1
06R53S
0 7040 8
0 72845
0 74 782
0 7881 1
0 77402
0774 89
077689
078403
0 78889
079839
0 8 1829
082028
083280
084355
084~92
08592 8
0 85971
0 87933
088841
089807
0 90S81
091282
091481

092307
0930S5
093 187
096209

,

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

096445
09848 4
09884 1
098097
098244
0992 12
099578
100878
10 1481
101608
101913
1021 1S
1041 8 9

10 5238
105473

105 485
105 491
105528
105847
10617 8
106417
108159
108880
109 48 8
110 3 48
11 1572
1 12418

1 12838
113132
113872
113875
114 174

114278
1 14558
003577
054913
076025
0 90378
09066 2
094459
094854
09S7 11
0983 1 1
0 9776 1
098957
103231
10480 3
10 5384
1083 54
1093 28
11 1540
112735
11 3506
1 13988
035 108
047920
081880
093905
096008
097348
102778
103128
104 048
104470
104510
105064
105268
106288
1 12 997

1130 14
1 13142
1 13835
114268
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Tontorro-w's
engineers to
be honored

Black clip art im.ages offered
as option for COinputer users
By Shernkwa Stratford
Hilltop Staff Writer

Afrocentricity. That is the focus
•
of one Chicago-based company. In
the midst of the multi-media
environments and virtual reality,
this sma ll Black owned and
operated software pac~aging fi_rm
named Afrocentncs 1s bnngmg
African and African-American
culture 10 the high-technology in
order to help reflect the diversity of
American society.
The man behind Afrocer.trics is
Keith Coleman. He is the president
and founder of the fir m that
produces and distributes African
'liill\lillililllil .,
and African American inspired clip
art to some of the most prominent
llllllllIIllll\l"1111Ill
' companies in the world.
_,,
"We sell to many Fortune-500
companies like Sara Lee, AT&T.
We also target schools and colleges
like Howard University, Xavier, and
John Hopki ns," Coleman said.
"Afrocentrics' clip art packages
contain images of legenda ry
African Amer ican heroes,
ethnically inspired designs, and
professional images," Coleman
Computer users can now select Black clip art to use with their software
explained.
,he Univers ity of Ill inois perfuct opportunity. In the two years ·they must address African Afrocentrics will be launching
graduate said he was not familiar the company has been in existence, American employee-~ and they must other multimedia projects, such as
with clip art until about three years they have experienced tremendous reflect the African Amer ica n screen savors, an interactive CDago while working as a market success. In 1993, their first full year society,"
rhe
38-year-old ROM and mouse pads. Their goal
researcher.
is to put out as many multimedia
of operation, Afrocentrics grossed entrepreneur said.
"I basically stumbled across it over $100,000. This figure doubled
Another perk is the simplicity of projects as possible to help people
while I was looking for someone to I in 1994.
Afrocentrics packagi:s. The disk to learn about African American
design a brochure tor my firm. I met
According to Coleman, the contains a wide array of designs history.
Tim Jackson, a cartoonist, who popularity of Afrocentrics is rooted consumers can choose from and is
In Ju ne, Afrocentrics plans
introduced me to it. One thin~ led m the corporate world's desire to compatible with over 70 different expand its market to include a
to another, and here we are, ' he satisfy customer demand.
programs including Pagcmaker and Hispanic Clip art l?rogram.
said.
''Clip art is JUSI to gel us
"African Americans are one of Word perfect.
Coleman said he had always the largest popul:1tion-groups_ in
" It is simple for anyone to use; introduced to the public. The real
wanted to invest in a Black Amer,ca. Comparues are becoming even for chi ldren,'' he said.
stuff is yet to come," Coleman
business, and this seemed like the more culturally diverse and realize
Ove r the next few months, added.

\

L

By Tana-Renee Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer
-In an effort to unite
engineering organizations wi th
otfier Univers ity students to
celebrate the end of the school
year, the School of Engineering
organizations are sponsoring a
banquet and awards ceremony.
According to Nneka Assing.
student council president of the
Sc hool of Engineering, the
intentions for this first an nual
even t were to unite the
organ izations as well as provide
an event for students to socialize
- something she said is very
hard for engineering students to
do.
" In my opinion, engineering
students aren't very soc iaL
They're always so busy. they
rarely have time 10 go out. Thts
banquet gives them the
opportunity to socialize and meet
new pepplc as well as network
with major corporations." Assing
said.
Sunday's ceremony, which will
take place aboard The Spirit of
Washi ngton Cruise Ship, will
feature award presentations and
member acknowledgments from
several engineering organizations
including the American Society
of Civil Engineers. National
Society of Black Engineers, and
the Society of Women Engineers.
Each organizat ion will

'

More S uper moms on the Way
-A recent survey conducted by Merrill Lynch & Co. shows that
the percentage of working wives with children has steadi ly
increased over 1he last 20 years. In 1994, about 60 percent of these
"supermoms" were employed in the workforce.

Coffee Beans and Jazz Notes
-The popular Starbucks coffee-bar chain has begun selling
compact d,sc compi lations of the jazz music tunes that it plays as
background music in its stores. Notable artists like Louis Armstrong
and Nat King Cole are featured on the CD.
No S moking, please

•

Bison Yearbook: free w/valid student i.d.
Video Yearbook; $5 on sale in the Blackburn Bookstore.

,'
,
'

!BUSINESS
HIGHLIGHTS

,

Hey, Class of 1995!
Feeling Sentimental?
Then don't leave
HOward university
without your
Bison and Video
Yearbooks.
The video yearbook captures all those
special moments from your early days as
a bright-eyed
Freshman.
This is something you'll
definitely want to show the kids when
you're reminiscing about your days at
the Mecca.
Don't leave your alma mater without it.

recogni ze outstanding memben
or corporations with such awards
as "Volunteer of the Year," "Most
Productive Member of the Year,"
or "Corporate Sponsor or the
Year."
The gala is not j ust for faculty
and students, corporations have
been invited also.
The Chrysler Corporationwill
a lso prese nt money to the
Nat ional Socie ty of Black
Engineers, the Society of Womcn
Engineers, and to the School of
Engineeri ng.
Assing said that this is not a
profit program bu t a way 10
enhance toge therness in the
school and also increase
corporate sponsorship of school
programs. She cited the gift from
Chrysler as an example of ho,;
students and businesses can
benefit from progr.ims like this.
''This is how companies seU
themselves to us," she said. '·For
example. the president of the
Society of Women Engineers will
be working with Chrysler in the
fall."
Douglas Rogers, a senior
majori ng in electncal engineering
and one the emcee's for the
banquet, said that students should
realry take advantage and attend
the event.
"The banquet wi ll provide an
excellen t networking base and
give st ude nts 1he deserved
recognition for the effort they put
in an year," he said.

-Earlier this month, New York City activated one of the ~tricte,t
anti-smoking ~ licies in the country. The policy bans smo inc; in
public places .ike offices. stadiums. and restaurants. New \orK Cll}
1s the third place to have passed such a policy since the lx ~in 1ingor
the xear. San Francisco and the State ofMaryland both pas,e•
simi lar no-smoking legislation.
Re-definition of Office-Wear
-With more and more offices allowing a "dress-down" dress
code, the sales of casual wear has increased. Consequently. for men,
. khaki and li nen sales have gone up. Levi Strauss and The Gap ha•t
taken advanta~e of this trend by introducing and marketing new
brands of mens khaki slacks.

The Business
Editor thanks :
all ofthis
year s Business
writers for a
superb job.
Best w ishes on
your finals!
'
'

'

\
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KNOW Tl4E COl)E;
IT ALWAYJ c.O..STJ lf..SJ TMAN , ... aoo . . c.Ollf(T.
Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in d1e classroom, it's about being wise
-.vith your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATI It always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
son1ed1ing that's easy: KNO\'(I THE CODE, and save the person on the
other enc.I s01ne serious n1oney You'll be glad you did.
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A,'Friday' well 'Ne-w Jersey Drive' should be
spent chillin' ticketed, to-wed and parked
with Ice Cube
By Erin F. McKinney
Hilltop Staff Writer

l

i
I

II

,.

,I

The Urban-comedy "Friday" opens nationwide April 28 starring
(1-r) Ice Cube and Chris Tucker.
a little help from a cast of
By E.rln F. McKinney
cbmedians. such as Chris Tucker.
Hilltop Staff Writer
"Tm the straight man in Friday.
kind of like Jackie Gleason 10 Chris
It's the end of the week. Life has Tucker's Ari Carney;· Cube said.
been tight lately. and now it's time 'Tm not a comedian, but I do know
to let loose and relax. And what what happens when you put a
better way for eyeryday people 10 serious man in funn)' situations. If
kick it than just to chill on a Friday. l' m in a scene and Chris gets the
In this latest movie released by laugh. then we both get the laugh.
New Line Cinema. screenwriters · llet everybody else let loose and do
Ice Cube and D.J. Pooh try to what the)' do. That works."
capture the essence of a day in
And Tucker's laughs are what
South Central Los Angeles.
definitely carry the movie. His
"Friday," featuring an all-star minute-by-minute jokes keep the
cast including Ice Cube, Chris audience in their seats and prevent
Tucker, John -WitherS()OOn, Nia · them from yawning their way 10
Long, Bernie Mac. Paula Jai slumber land.
Parker, and Regina King. is a
Tucker steals the leading role
comedy that follows a day in the life away from Cube and turns the
of Craig (Cube) and his best friend, spotlight on himself for the entire
Smokey (Tucker).
movie.
""There's a lot of things that go
Basically, "Friday" is funny, but
on in any neighborhood that's the viewer is.left trying 10 figure out
funny," said rapper/actor Ice Cube the focal point. It could have been
in a press statement. "Laughing is "pick. fi SI· fighting-over-guns,"
something that Black ~ople enJoy "don't-spend- you r-1 i fe-on-the•
to do. because we don t get 10 do a porch-because-you" II-end• up-i n•
lot of it."
trouble,'" "don't-beat-on-womenIn the movie, Craig just lost his because-you're-a-punk-if-you-do."
job and his parents are threatening or ··smoking-marijuana-canto evict him. To make the day run dis1or1-your-1hinking-process."
a little smoother, his friend Smokey
The one thing that needs 10 be
comes over to kick it. But instead kepi in mind is that the movie was
of making things better. Smokey made in 20 days with only a $2
makes matters worse by getting million budget so one can only
Craig involved in a debt he has 10 expect so much. With such a short
a local drug dealer. And what oould amount of time and a set budget. it
f)Ossibly make matters worse? is a true wonder how the movie
Craig's jealous ; irlfri end , Joi excelles past its limits.
(Parker), is sweatin him too hard.
"When you have a short amount
And 1h1s is messing up his rap to of time 10 make a movie and you
South Central's finest female, know everyone that's going 10 be in
Debbie (Long).
ii. you·re just like. Tel's get this
One of the better points of the done and at the same time let's
film is its realistic characters. The have fun," Long said.
movie included those people who
Although the movie is hilarious
always begged. the neighborhood with only a few dry spots, the
bully, and th e jealous. ghetto enjoyme_nl of it will largely depend
girlfriend.
on the size and enthusiasm of the
·'My character is that in-your- audience. If a person goes 10 see the
face kmd of a woman," said Parker. movie when there is a huge crowd
a Howard Uni versity alumna. "Joi that laughs and comments on every
is real. She isn't a stereotype."
other jol<e, then they are likely 10 ·
Basically, anyone watching view the film as being good. But
"Friday" will have flashbacks from put that same person in the theater
"Boyz N the Hood" where the on a slow night - when they have
homies spent most of the day a chance 10 notice the bad
chilling on Cube's character's front cinematography, the static scenery
stoop.
and th e lack of background
In fact, at some points in the information - there will be
movie it seems as if director Gary completely different interpretation.
Gray turned that scenario into :in
All in all, "Friday" has a good
hour-and-half movie. And just like concept behind it, but it needs some
"Poetic Justice" had that "too long work. Viewers might want to wait
maihruck ride.'' "Friday" had that 10 see it after it is released on video
"too long sitting on Craig's porch" cassette if they happen to miss the
scene. While 1h1s could have easi ly opening night showing.
made the movie boring. it didn't.
Friday: B
Instead the film kept flowing with

Whether it's c ru ising down
Crenshaw in L.A., or profi ling
along Hanes Point in D.C .. you_ths
across the country enJoy getting
props for their rides.
This is the ambiance that writerdi rec tor, Nick Gom ez, tries to
capture in the new movie '"New
Jersey Drive."
The film tr ies 10 depict the
activities of you ng ca r thieves
striving to gam respect from the
community and the local police
'department by joy riding. It also
takes a look at a friendship of two
young potential crim inals whose
lives suddenly take completely
different turns.
·"These kid~ affirm their sense of
identi ty by stealing cars." sa id
Gomez in a recent press release. " In
'New Jersey Drive,' they become
people you identify with and feel
compassion for. even though they·re
leading questionable lives and have
questionable attitudes. They don't
have the same type of educational
or economic opportunities, so ther,
developed their own set of values.'
"New Jersey Ori ve," based on
New York Times· reporter Michel
Marriott's
artic le
which
investigated a scandal that took
place with in the Newark Police
Department, stars Sharron Corley,
Gabriel Casseus. Donald Adcosun
Faison, Gwen McGee and Sau l
Stein.
The movie follows a young man
named Jason (Corley) and his
friends, Midget (Casseus) and Tiny
Dime (Faison). through their daily
routine: steal ing vehicles, ei ther
selling the cars to chop-shops or joy

rid ing them till they crash, and
kickin" it in the 'hood. The youths
are continually harassed and set-up
by the Newark Police Department,
especially Lt. Emi l Roscoe (Stein),
which causes animosity between
the two parties.
Once again producers felt the
need 10 create a film simi lar 10 what
audiences have seen 100 many times
before. Fi rst there was "Boyz N the
Hood,'" then "Juice," and now th.is.
Can someone please come up with
a better story idea because this one
is played (two times!).
,he film does carry a realistic
aspect though, because it uses that
"East Coast slang" to give it that
extra touch.
'"The actors brought a lot to the
film beyond what I had written in
the script." said Gomez. "Sharron
and Gabriel told me about current
turns of phrases and about codes of
the street that govern how you
share. how you l\and le a di s. how
you protect what you have." The
slang spoken on the streets is all
part of an intricate and closed
society."
.
II is important for a movie to be
able to relay its message to the
audience in a realistic fashion. but
they do not have to use every
col loquialism th at exists. Every
other word was ··Y.1' know what I'm
sayin"'' or "Let's go get some
buddah.'" Not everyone understands
what is being said. and those that do
get tired of hearing the same
terminology over and over again.
One plus the fi lm did have was
the neighborhood beauty that all the
guys wan ted 10 get wi th. This
movie does not feature the regu lar
light skin. long haired female which
plagues our theaters as if beauty
only comes in one shade. The " fly

Jason (Sharon Corley) challenges authority by Joy riding In
sto len ca rs.

honey" in this film, Coreen
(Miche lle Morgan). had dark,
chocolate skin and short hair. To be
honest. she was not the prettiest
thing that could have played the
role, but she was realistic. Not
every •hood has some chick that
looks like a model.
Through the entire film, Jason
and his friends repeat their routines
regardless of wliat happened the
day before. So what if Tiny Dime
died in a stolen car yesterday while
being chased by the cops. True
enough, in real life many do not

learn from other's mistakes, but
this movie got rather ridiculous. If
my boy just got killed driving a
lifted vehicle and I am about to
face charges because I recently got
caught in a stolen car myself, I
would be thinking twice before
jumping into another criminal
situation.
The movie is not much to be
desired with its bad acting and
unrealistic plot. but hey, it's your
money.
New Jersey Drive: D+

'Fha Alkaholiks: True hip-hop
lives fron1 'Coast II Coast'
B~ Miguel Burke
H11ttop Staff Writer

The Alka hollks: (1-r) Tash, E-Swifl, J-Ro call themsel ves the
pioneers of West Coast hip hop music.

No longer are the days when
Wes t Coast hip-hop artists are
con fined to rap about their --gats.''
the ··set" they belong 10, or the
women they have working the
corner. Instead. groups witli true
lyrical skills on the m1c are putting
the West Coast where it belongs.
And one such group is Th a
Alkahol iks.
After the success of their debut
a lbum, ·•21 and Over,.. Tha
Alkaholiks (known 10 some as Tha
Likx) have released Coast II Coast.
And this album. like the last.
has a clear meaning behind it:, title.
·"We're one of the few groups
that gets .:ccepted on both coasts. A
101 of L.A. rappers don't get
accepted in New York. And a lot of
New York rappers don·1 get
accepted in L.A. They be laughm"
at them and throwin' sh- at fhem
when they do shows," said the
group's spokesperson, Tosh. "And
we're one of the few groups that can
get props in Br~klyn, get props ln
Toxas, get [)rops m Minnesota. Ohio
or even D.C. We just try to keep it
real."
But Tua Alkaholics didn't stress
1hem~elves about finding a name.
The name Coast II Coast came
about spontaneously.
"E-Swift was just sittin' at the
crib one day and he just said. 'Yo,
you know what would be a good
title for the new album? Coast [I
Coast." And we just was like.
'Yeah!'""
Like many artists from the West
Coast, group member J-Ro said
Tha Alkalio liks have faced
arguments that they are not a "true··
hip-hop group. But the trio is quick
to say they will not be defined by
regional boundaries.
"As far as West Coast not being
hip-hop. if you ask any of the
pioneers. their whole message was
about bei ng uni versal. And you can

be from Australia or whatever. As
long as you· re good. it ·s cool," said
the lyricist J-Ro. "Just try to be
original. When you go buy a fresh
pair of Adidas. you want to get
some that oobody else has. That's
the same thing with rhymes. That's
just 1ha1 hip-liop mentality."
On this latest album. J-Ro. Tosh
a nd E-Swift definitely take
frees1yle rhY.ming to anothe~ level.
Listeners, without a doubt. will play
the CD time and time again in their
quest to unravel the lyrical
metaphors.
But this will not keep people
from remaining loyal folfowers of
these hip-hop pioneers.
"We pave the way for a lot of
West Coast groups that are comin'
out now. Before we got signed, if
you were a hip-hop artist. you had
to sho_p your demo in New York lo
ge t signed with some hip-hop
navor. If you didn't have locs (a
type of sunglasses). a jheri curl. and
didn't sound like Eazy E. you
weren"t getting signed in L.A. But
now there·s a whole wave of hiJ>:
hop artists coming out of LA,"
agreed the group members.
And some of the West Coast
artists Tha Likx have blazed a 1111il
for include Ras Kas:,. Xzibit, Tha
Pharcyde and Breeze.
As for Coast II Coast. it is a
continuation of ··21 and Over."
....There are phatter lyrics and
phatter beats." said Tush. ·•1t's 11
strong songs. No weakness."
In the meantime, deejays all
across the country are conunuously
r.umping the debut single,
"DAAM1'" Also. be on the lool:out
for the album ·s sophomore effon
cuts - "The Next Level" (featurina
biamond D). "Flashback,'' "2014,
"All The Way Live "(featuring QTip and King Tee) and ··21 and
Under."
Also. make sure to check out
New Line Cinema's ''Friday"
sou ndtrack for Thu Alkaholiks'
single. "Coast II Coast.''

Howard University grad uses youth to market jazzy style
By Shenlkwa Stratford
Hilltop Staff Writer

Loston Harris' charisma and talents have ca ught the attention
df Jazz great Wynton Marsalls.

!

I

Many find it hard to appreciate
in this world of headboppmg hiphop and ear piercing rock-and-roll,
but it is the mother of all rhythms
and beats -jazz.
Often thought of as a sound for
older, sophisticated audiences, it is
the bread and butter of one young
24-year-old Howard University
graduate. Usin_g his youth as a
weapon, this n sing star plans to
take jazz music to new heights by
bringing the music home 10 the
youth.
His name, almost as unique as
his style, is Los ton Harri s. I
caught up with the Falls Church,
Va., native after a free concert
performance al his alma h1ater,
Falls Church High School.
From the hair on his head. to the
boots on his feet, his charcoal black

wardrobe accented his golden
brown complexion. Still winded
from the performance, he wiped
the dripping sweat from his brow.
relaxed m h,s seat, and smiled.
"This is where it all started," he
said as he gazed around the vacant
auditorium. During Harris's four
years at Falls Chu~c"'! High School,
he was a percuss1on1st 1n the
marching band, as well as an
instrumentalist in an array of bands
rangin g from rock to R&B .
However, his home was with jazz.
"I can get in to any and
everything. 6u1 something about
jazz 1s spiritual," he said. His love
affair with the piano began in
college where he met Eric Reed.
Reed; a fellow pianist, referred
Harris to the renowned jazz artist
Wynton Marsalis. He has been
performing with him ever since.
" Playing the piano with him
[Marsali s( is intense - he's a
genius! It is a constant learning

experience which I am alwa,YS in
awe. Right now I feel like I m at
the pinnacle of my career and I
think playing with Wynton is what
makes it all so great[" he said.
Harris is the youngest of three
pianists who will be traveling with
Marsalis on a five-week. 30-city
tour of the United States. The tour,
which kicked off at the Kennedy
Center in Washington , D.C .•
overflowed
with
Howard
University students who turned out
in support of the rising star.
"He was electric! Out of the
three other piano players, he, the
freshman, was by far the best. Plus,
he had the support of the crowd
behind him,' sophomore and
fellow musician, Leon Anderson
said. Before this tour, Harris had
been performing at the Market
Street Bar and Gn ll in Reston, Va.,
as well as performing free concerts
for area high schools.
"I want to bring the music 10 the

kids because they will be the ones
to take the music on. This is the
popular music of Duke Ellington·s
day. Times are chan_ging. and I feel
it 1s ti me we take II to that other
level and pass it on.'' Harris said.
Harris believes the youth will be
able to relate to his style of music
because he is young. He also feels
his youthfulness will make him
more marketable in the industry.
··Youth is an asset - I am young
so it allows me to be more
marketable,"' he said. He has
recently released his debut album,
Stepping Stones. on Sony records.
In closing, the artist advised
Howard Universi ty students to
"practice and listen."
"Perfect your craft," he said.
"Don't be swayed by more popular
styles of music or let yourself be
d1scoumged. The better you are.
the sooner your success will
come."
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Macintosh Pertorma• 6115 w/CD
8 MB RMV350 MB barri drlt-e, CD-ROIi
drive, 15" <XJlcr display. l'IJ)m1rri, 11wuse
011d all the sojhrore)Otlre lllt!Jy /() ll<m.
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The awesome computer with all the bells and whistles,

Macintosh Pertorma• 636 w/CD
8 MB RA,lf/250 MB barri dni-e, CD-Hall
r/rn,e, /4'' <XJlcr display. key/Joard, 11wuse
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laserWriter Select- 360
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RIGHT NOW AT YOUR CAMPUS RESELLER.
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Being a student is hard. So we've made buyinga Macintosh· easy. So easy, in fact, that the
prices on Macintosh personal computers are now e\'en lower than their already low student prices.
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Unfortunately, they won't stay this low forever. Soyou need to forget about how hard your life is for a
minute and start thinking about how easy itwill bewith aMacintosh.'lbecom- Ap 1
puter that gi\-es )'OU the power any student can use. The power to be rour best'.
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Howard University Bookstore System
2401 4th Street N.W
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or students with Environmental
Management. Work con~ists of
eneral housekeeper functions
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So why not come join the

SpANisH Club in their
farewell dinner a(ld dance party
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** Inventorying / re-arranging
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Meridian Hill Hall at 8:00pm

Ade.fa, l a a per•ona• tntereaada1 deben po•••r

conoci aie nto de la• cultura l hi1~nicaa .
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We will meet in front of

coao ••l a t e nt•• dura nte el ai'f"o acad(Mtco d• 199S-9 6.
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FRidAy EVENiNG, ApRil 28TH.

of furniture.
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r11pon1abl• • y c a rt1.f't1caa que doa1nen •l ••pairol Pllt• tra baj a r
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Adams Morgan on

CONG

If interested, please contact
s. Hopkins between the hours
of 1:30pm and 4:30pm at (202)
806-7112.

sufficient funds food.
Entrance to the dance club is

FREE!!
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TRAINING
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ut your college
~ degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
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Ollicer Training School , become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental car e. 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
ii you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUN ITI ES
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1-800-423-USAF
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